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Too often we tend to hear one single narrative about the state of news-
papers in the United States. The newspaper industry is not one sector.
While there are considerable variances between the myriad of outlets—
whether national titles, major metros, dailies in large towns, alt weeklies,
publications in rural communities, ethnic press, and so on—a major chal-
lenge for anyone trying to make sense of industry data is its aggregated
nature. It’s nearly impossible to deduce trends or characteristics at a more
granular level.

The story of local newspapers with circulations below 50,000, or what
we call “small-market newspapers,” tends to get overlooked due to the
narrative dominance of larger players. However, small-market publications
represent a major cohort that we as a community of researchers know very
little about, and a community of practitioners that too often—we were
told—knows little about itself.

Our study seeks to help redress this recent imbalance. We embarked on
our research with a relatively simple yet ambitious research question: How
are small-market newspapers responding to digital disruption?

From the data collected in our research, we also strove to report on
the future of small-market newspapers by asking: How can small-market
newspapers best prepare for the future?

Our research findings are based on interviews with fifty-three experts
from across the publishing industry, academia, and foundations with a
strong interest in the local news landscape. So as to make a fair assessment
of the topic’s placement against a wider news background, we did not limit
ourselves just to those with immediate connection to small-market news-
papers. From these conversations and our own analysis, seven key themes
emerged.

Key Findings:
1. We need to talk about the experience of local newspapers in a more
nuanced manner. There is a plurality of experience across the newspa-
per industry, not to mention across small-market newspapers operating
in different towns across the United States. Overgeneralization about the
newspaper sector loses important perspectives from smaller outlets.
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4 Local Journalism Survey

2. Local newspapers may be in a stronger position than their metro cousins.
While local outlets face the same challenges associated with their larger
regional and national counterparts, including declining circulations, the mi-
gration of advertising to digital platforms, and getting audiences to pay for
news, they’ve experienced notable resilience thanks in part to exclusive con-
tent not offered elsewhere, the dynamics of ultra-local advertising markets,
and an ability to leverage a physical closeness to their audience.

3. Change is coming to smaller papers, but at a slower pace. Attributable
to lower audience take-up of digital (in particular among older and more ru-
ral demographics) and the continued importance of traditional advertising
routes (print, TV, and radio) for local businesses, many local newspapers
have enjoyed a longer lead time to prepare for the impact of digital disrup-
tion.

4. The consolidation of main street is changing local advertising markets.
Although local businesses may be more likely to retain traditional analogue
advertising habits, the increasing homogeneity of our consumer experience
(manifest, for example, in the rise of Amazon and Walmart) is reshaping lo-
cal advertising markets. As local businesses are replaced by larger national
chains with national advertising budgets, this reduces local newspapers’
advertising pools.

5. Financial survival is dependent on income diversification. The evolu-
tion of local advertising markets and, in particular, the consumer retail
experience makes it increasingly important that local newspapers continue
to explore opportunities to broaden their revenue and income base. Our
research found that small-market newspapers are experimenting with mul-
tiple means for generating revenue, including paywalls, increasing the cost
of print subscriptions, the creation of spin-off media service companies,
sponsored content, membership programs, and live events.

6. There is no cookie-cutter model for success in local journalism. Each
outlet needs to define the right financial and content mix for itself. This
may seem obvious, but during our interviews some editors whose papers

Columbia Journalism School
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are part of larger groups were critical of corporate attempts to create
templates—and standardize approaches—that remove opportunities for
local flexibility. “What works in one area, won’t necessarily in another,”
was a message we heard from multiple interviewees, and a maxim which
can be applied to both content- and revenue-related activities.

7. The newspaper industry needs to change the “doom and gloom” nar-
rative that surrounds it. While acknowledging that the future for small-
market newspapers will continue to mirror the rockiness of the industry
sector at large, our research shows that there is cause for optimism. Sizable
audiences continue to buy and value local newspapers. As a result, it is
incumbent that the sector begin to change its own narrative. Outlets need
to be honest with their audiences about the challenges they face, but they
can also do more to highlight their unique successes, continued community
impact, and important news value.

Tow Center for Digital Journalism
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This report stems from our long-held interest in the health of local news,
and the importance of local journalism to communities and the wider infor-
mation ecosystem. Given the significance of local media in these areas, it is
perhaps surprising that this is the first attempt at a national landscape re-
view since the 2011 analysis featured in the FCC’s 468-page omnibus report
about the “Information Needs of Communities.”1

Following this seminal but overlooked report, much subsequent dis-
cussion has focused on single geographic areas (such as New Jersey) or
emerging players (like online hyperlocals) rather than the local sector as a
whole. Moreover, with most of the focus on digital players, the experience
of traditional outlets, including local newspapers, has been ignored.

During the past decade, the fortunes of the newspaper industry changed
dramatically. In 2007, newspapers boasted revenues of approximately 55.6
billion dollars (combined advertising and circulation revenues) and a work-
force of 68,160. Two years later, well over one hundred titles had closed,
including major publications like the Rocky Mountain News; revenues
plummeted by almost twenty billion dollars, hovering around thirty-seven
billion dollars; and the workforce fell to 56,230.234

The sector has never fully recovered. Titles continue to shrink or be
shuttered, layoffs are a regular occurrence, and the perennial search to re-
place print advertising dollars with new sustainable revenue forms continues
unabated.

In examining the causes and impact of these dramatic developments,
attention from researchers has predominantly focused on large metro and
national newspapers, with less attention given to the small-market news-
papers that populate and inform many American communities. This study
aims to rectify this through a careful study of small-market newspapers, or
those weekly or daily print newspapers with a circulation of under 50,000.

Tow Center for Digital Journalism
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Why Local Matters: The Three
Major Impacts of Local News
Scholars have studied the influence of local newspapers on society for over
a century. Beginning with turn-of-the-century academics like Gabriel Tarde
in France, research showed how newspapers help form and solidify com-
munities, and crystalize public opinion by provoking conversation.5 Later,
researchers from the Chicago School of sociology documented how newspa-
pers help immigrant communities both integrate in, and define themselves
against, the American melting pot.67

Current research informs us about how newspapers assist in voting deci-
sions, continue to foster community identity and solidarity, and—as is often
the case with small-town newspapers—act as community champions.8 As
Jock Lauterer writes, these papers (what he calls “community newspapers”)
are “relentlessly local” and provide “affirmation of the sense of commu-
nity, a positive and intimate reflection of the sense of place, and stroke for
our us-ness, our extended family-ness and our profound and interlocking
connectedness.”9

While digital technologies have certainly impacted these roles and re-
sponsibilities, the core mission of local newspapers remains unchanged.10

Based on our review of recent academic research, we identified three key
areas where local news and newspapers add clear value to American life,
specifically in the areas of democracy, community, and media ecosystems.
Understanding this contribution provides useful context for our own re-
search.

1. The value to democracy
First and foremost, newspapers—both large and small—perform an impor-
tant watchdog role: acting as the public’s eyes and ears against those in
power.1112 Steve Barnett emphasizes their important role in likewise repre-
senting communities back to the powers-that-be and campaigning on behalf
of the community itself.13

For her part, Penelope Muse Abernathy notes five democratic functions
of local newspapers in her book Saving Community Journalism:

Tow Center for Digital Journalism



14 Local Journalism Survey

• Being the primary source for local, original reporting
• Defining the public agenda
• Encouraging economic growth and commerce
• Fostering a sense of geographic community
• Helping us understand our vote14

This final function on Abernathy’s list is a particularly important
relationship—that between voters and newspapers. Studies by Jack McLeod,
for instance, identify a relationship between local media consumption and
“institutionalized participation”—actions like voting and contacting local
officials—concluding “it is clear that communication plays a central role
in stimulating and enabling local political participation.”1516 Lee Shaker’s
study of Seattle and Denver, two cities where newspapers had recently
stopped printing, echoed these results. Shaker found that both “Seattle and
Denver suffered significant negative declines in civic engagement when they
lost one of their daily newspapers.”17 The relationship between newspaper
reading and civic engagement was again confirmed by Sam Shulhofer-Wohl
and Miguel Garrido, who studied the closure of The Cincinnati Post in
2007 and observed a reduction in the competitiveness of elections.18 In
helping community members determine their vote, newspapers provide
for what is now called the “information needs of communities.” This has
been defined as: “those forms of information that are necessary for citizens
and community members to live safe and healthy lives; have full access to
educational, employment, and business opportunities; and to fully partic-
ipate in the civic and democratic lives of their communities should they
choose.”19

2. Value to the community
Building on the information needs of communities, newspapers also create
community and help people feel more attached to where they live.

To do this, they take on numerous roles: informing the community about
itself;2021 performing a ritualistic function as part of readers’ everyday
lives22 and providing a sense of comfort to readers and viewers;23 helping
communities understand themselves and shape their identities;2425 setting
the standards and norms of the community;26 positioning themselves as the

Columbia Journalism School
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conduit between global events and local conversations;2728 and transcribing
the first record of history for many American communities.29

Acting as a local champion is another way local newspapers help fashion,
maintain, and celebrate community solidarity and identity..30 These media
outlets not only serve a specific place, but actively help to create it by
defining its contours and boundaries.31

Findings show that these community-building and solutions-oriented
functions are particularly important and valuable for minority and immi-
grant communities, both in helping them assimilate to their host country
and to stay connected to family and friends abroad.3233

In performing these roles, small-market newspapers also modify the
watchdog function discussed above. Here, community members are often
more interested in newspapers’ ability to be a “good neighbor” rather than
an attack dog.3435

To do so, small-market newspapers often focus on solutions rather than
just identify problems. This departs from traditional concepts of objec-
tivity in American journalism, bringing it more in line with the tenets of
public journalism and civic journalism.36 Today, these characteristics are
increasingly reflected through the lens of “solutions journalism.”37

3. Value to media ecosystems
Newspapers remain an integral part of the local media ecosystem. Indeed,
they are often the only news voice in a community.38 Even when they’re
not, they still perform the bulk of original reporting. In his 2009 book,
Losing the News, Alex Jones asserts that newspapers account for eighty-five
percent of all accountability news within a media ecosystem.39

Unfortunately, Jones does not provide an explanation for how he came
to this figure. A 2010 study by the Pew Research Center on Baltimore,
however, did discover that newspapers accounted for nearly half (forty-
eight percent) of the original reporting in the city during the time period
covered.40 Taken at face value, this suggests that the bulk of stories covered
by television and cable news find their origins in newspaper reporting.

Nevertheless, we cannot discount the fact that the prominence of news-
papers as a media source for consumers has declined as readers gravitate
toward a plethora of other sources.

Tow Center for Digital Journalism
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This led Nielsen to argue that even though newspapers may have lost
their status as “mainstream media,” they nonetheless serve as “keystone
media” by existing as “the primary providers of a specific and important
kind of information and enable other media’s coverage.” Their ongoing
decline has severe “ecological consequences that reach well beyond their
own audience.”41

By the Numbers: Essential Data on
the Newspaper Industry, 2007-2016
The newspaper industry’s vital statistics over the past decade do not make
for pretty reading. As demonstrated by Pew’s annual “State of the News
Media” reports and other studies, the sector has faced many challenges
during the last ten years in terms of general revenue, circulation, and em-
ployment.

In its 2017 report, Pew described an industry in decline, with subscrip-
tions retreating eight percent from 2015, and advertising revenue dropping
ten percent to around eighteen billion dollars (plus eleven billion dollars
from circulation). There has also been a notable reduction in newsroom
employees, with a four percent reduction since 2014 and a thirty-seven
percent reduction since 2004 to now account for 41,400 people.

State of the News Media Industry: Key Statistics

Year Advertising Circulation Newsroom
2007 -7.30% -2.30% -0.65%
2008 -14.90% -0.60% -3.58%
2009 -26.60% -0.20% -14.4%
2010 -6.60% -2.40% -8.6%
2011 -7.00% -0.90% -2.22%
2012 -5.90% 5.00% -4.99%
2013 -6.80% 1.80% -4.8%
2014 -6.40% 1.00% -5.0%
2015 -7.80% 1.20% -4.1%

Source: Pew Research Center42

Columbia Journalism School
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What about local?
These numbers—reporting on revenues, circulation, and employment—while
valuable, do not tell the entire story. A major challenge for anyone trying
to make sense of this data is its aggregated nature, which makes it difficult
to deduce trends at a more granular level.

More specifically, what do we know about changes at small newspapers
versus major metros, national newspapers versus metros, and weeklies
versus small dailies? The answer, based on available and published data, is
not very much.

The missing middle: small-market newspapers
in the United States
There are currently 7,071 newspapers (daily or weekly) in the United States
according to Editor & Publisher. Of those, 6,851 have circulations under
50,000.

This means that upwards of ninety-seven percent of newspapers in the
United States can be categorized as “small-market.” Of the weeklies in
particular, most, if not all, have a circulation under 30,000.

Using Editor & Publisher’s data, we have endeavored to provide granular
information on the types of small-market newspapers that exist in the
United States.

Daily Small-Market Newspapers by Circulation

Circulation Number of newspapers
25,001–50,000 139
10,001–25,000 366
5,001–10,000 396
5,000 or less 301

Total small-market dailies 1,202
Source: Editor & Publisher

Implications
Three things become clear from these datasets:

Tow Center for Digital Journalism
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The vast majority of newspapers in the country have small circulations
of under 50,000. Yet they seldom get much attention from researchers.

There is a tremendous amount of diversity in the size and scale of pub-
lications that are considered “small-market.” With a threshold of 50,000,
this includes everything from The Chariho Times (Rhode Island, circulation
637) to Newport News’s Daily Press (Virginia, circulation 48,828). This
variability cannot possibly be appreciated when circulation numbers and
revenues are consolidated into a generic “newspaper industry” category.

We need a regular detailed census of local newspapers, split into dif-
ferent sub-markets, to understand and map a more holistic picture of the
U.S. newspaper industry. Unfortunately, many existing surveys are being
rolled back,43 meaning that our knowledge of this space will diminish unless
others step in.44

The data and the three clear conclusions which derive from it suggest
that small-market newspapers represent “a silent majority”: a major cohort
that we as a community of researchers know very little about and a com-
munity of practitioners that too often—we were told—knows little about
itself.

These conclusions also underscore our point that when telling the story
of the newspaper industry in the United States we need to show more nu-
ance and specificity, rather than aggregated numbers. While consolidated
data has its place, it should be accompanied by sub-sector analysis, which
allows us to more effectively understand the diversity of this sector.

Our study seeks to help redress this recent imbalance. We embarked

Weekly Small-Market Newspapers by Circulation

Circulation Number of newspapers
35,001–50,000 99
20,001–35,000 368
10,001–20,000 758
5,001–10,000 1,084
1.001–5,000 2,843
1,000 or less 497

Total small-market community weeklies 5,649
Source: Editor & Publisher

Columbia Journalism School
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on our research with a relatively simple yet ambitious question: How are
small-market newspapers responding to digital disruption?

From the data collected from our research, we also strove to report on
the future of small-market newspapers by asking: How can small-market
newspapers best prepare for the future?

Through in-depth interviews, secondary research, and an online survey of
local journalists, we began to address these all-important questions.

Tow Center for Digital Journalism
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Definitions: What Is a
Small-Market Newspaper?
The focus of this study is small-market newspapers. There is no agreed-
upon definition of what constitutes a “small,” “medium,” or “large” news-
paper. For the purposes of our research we have chosen to define a small-
market newspaper as a daily or weekly print publication with a circulation
of under 50,000.

This is consistent with the literature on community newspapers and
community journalism, the most closely related academic fields.45 It also
allows us to exclude the major national and metro newspapers, and the
emerging cadre of online hyperlocal news sites, as both of these platforms
have received substantial and comprehensive coverage from researchers of
late (see the Knight-Temple Table Stakes Project and the Free Press’s New
Voices: New Jersey project).46

Methods
To answer our research questions, we drew upon an established research
method in the social sciences: in-depth interviews. Given the deliberate
broadness of our research question, the goal was to be exploratory, ap-
proaching as many respondents as possible to get a variety of perspectives
from stakeholders with an interest—and informed perspective—on our
research topic. To this end, we did not limit ourselves just to those with
immediate connection to small-market newspapers. Instead, to ensure that
we benefited from a wider overview of the local news landscape, we inter-
viewed experts and practitioners from across the industry. This also allowed
us to place our findings in conversation with the other discussions about
the health of the newspaper and local news industries. Despite our desire
not to limit ourselves, the majority of our respondents had experience at
small-market newspapers.

In total, we conducted fifty-three in-depth interviews. Positions of our
respondents included: Small-market newspaper editors, publishers, jour-
nalists, and owners (n=12) Metro newspaper editors (n=10) Executives at
major newspaper chains (n=5) Editors, publishers, reporters at hyperlocal
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online news organizations (n=4) Researchers, think tanks, funders, founda-
tions (n=13) Policymakers, industry watchers, advertisers, and associations
(n=9)

Each interview lasted between thirty minutes and two hours. They were
non-directive, open, and semi-structured in nature. Although an interview
protocol was drafted and used, we did not stick rigidly to it. Instead, inter-
views had a more conversational tone, flowing—when possible—naturally
between our points of interest. If key topics did not emerge organically,
they were introduced by the interviewer.

Our initial list of respondents was compiled by using existing contacts
and knowledge of the field. Thereafter, a snowball method was used to
locate and recruit more respondents. Interviews continued to be solicited
until such point as saturation (i.e., no new knowledge) was achieved.

Professional transcription services were used to transcribe the interviews.
Using a method known in the social sciences as grounded theory,47 we

conducted close readings of the transcripts and began to assemble cate-
gories and themes. These themes were then refined through comparison and
combination. This culminated in the structure and themes in this study.

In the end, we developed three overarching themes (revenue and busi-
ness models, changing journalistic practice, and evolving philosophies of
journalism) that we share below.

From these themes, we have also created a list of recommendations for
researchers and practitioners alike. The aim, of course, was not and is not
to create a static list of best practices, but rather to begin a conversation
about small-market newspapers—their present and future, challenges and
opportunities.

Why This Report Matters
Our research is the first attempt to provide a national lens on local me-
dia (and in this instance, we are looking solely at the experience of small-
market, local newspapers) since the Federal Communication Commission’s
2011’s report “The Information Needs of Communities” (the “Waldman
Report”).48 A summary of important papers published since that time is
included in the Further Reading chapter of this report.

Columbia Journalism School
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In its 2011 study, the FCC conducted an omnibus study of local media
ecosystems, focusing specifically on the information needs necessary for
American communities and American democracy. Considerable attention
was paid to the newspaper industry, in particular small-market newspapers.
With the exception of the Pew Research Center’s annual “State of the
News Media” reports, this was the last time that researchers paid such
attention to small-market newspapers, or indeed the newspaper industry in
its entirety.

The media world has changed substantially in the years following the
Waldman Report in 2011. Newspaper chains have merged, creating the
behemoths of the industry: New Media/Gatehouse (432 newspapers), Gan-
nett (258 newspapers), and Digital First Media (208 newspapers). Social
media’s impact has grown, further fracturing audience attention and ad-
vertising dollars. These changes have encouraged newspapers to accelerate
their digital presence and experiment with digital tools such as paywalls,
partnerships with—and against—Facebook and Google,49 and integrate
new digital metrics into the workplace.

This study enables us to take stock of how local newspapers are respond-
ing to these developments and ongoing digital disruption.

Alongside discussing the impact of these major changes, our interviewees
also revealed an industry keen to tell its own story and to hear about the
perspectives of others. One reason for this desire is that, until recently, this
has been an underreported sector and one that needs to hear its own story
reported back and analyzed.

Although there has been lots of great work in this space, the majority of
efforts have focused on either a defined geographic area such as New Jer-
sey50 or specific verticals such as media deserts51 and online hyperlocal me-
dia.52 The experience of local newspapers, especially from a cross-country
perspective, has tended to be overlooked.

A number of developments in the past six months have begun to address
this. We note, for example, a weekly newsletter on local matters published
by Poynter, the excellent case studies/how-to guides from the Local News
Lab,53 The Local Fix,54 and the Columbia Journalism Review.55 Our study
sits alongside these efforts as part of a revitalized discussion about the
health and future of local journalism in the United States.
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Embracing the methodology of oral history research, our interviewees
told us not just what local journalism leaders are doing, but what they
want to do and what they believe they are doing.56 This approach allowed
us to see local journalists as a social group, telling their stories and that of
the local media landscape as they see it in 2016–17.

Combining these insights with our own analysis and expertise, we hope
this report will make a significant contribution to the discussion about the
state of small-market newspapers in the United States, and their continued
importance to communities and the wider news and information ecosystem.

Columbia Journalism School
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In this section we outline some of the key themes to emerge from our
interviews with industry practitioners and experts, as we address how
small-market newspapers are adapting to the constantly changing media
landscape in which they operate.

This analysis is especially important, given that there has been no who-
lescale exploration of this topic since the Waldman Report in 2011. Yet,
as we have noted, the media landscape has changed considerably, as rev-
enue and consumption models have rapidly evolved. For better or worse,
the last two decades have brought about a period of digital disruption for
local newspapers. By this, we mean that newspapers have been forced to
adapt to the now-ubiquity of digital technology in our everyday lives. This
has changed reporting practices, information flows, audience reading habits,
business plans, revenue streams, distribution mechanisms, and competi-
tion.5758

In talking about digital disruption we don’t attribute negative or pos-
itive connotations to this term, but rather recognize that there has been
a seismic change within the industry over the past decade, a segment of
which—small-market newspapers—has been under-examined.5960 Small-
market newspapers are having to address, on multiple fronts, core questions
related to their business and content: this includes reexamining their struc-
tures and income models, as well as changing the nature of what they do
and how they do it.

It’s this story, which touches on business and revenue models, as well
as the practice and philosophies of journalism at local newspapers that we
explore in the first part of this report.

Business and Revenue Models
Arguably the two most important issues facing small-market newspapers
are their revenue model and the business structure which supports it.
There is considerable diversity in this space. Small-market newspapers,
for example, encompass everything from “mom-and-pop” weeklies to daily
products from large groups such as Gannett and Hearst.

Despite this diversity, all outlets—large and small—are grappling with
many of the same issues. In particular, that means how to ensure their
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financial survival and future prosperity. Income diversification is funda-
mental to this, even if the long-term potential of some ideas are, at present,
unproven.

Our research identified a number of ways in which small-market newspa-
pers are seeking to diversify their income streams and secure their futures.
Publications will have to determine which of these options might work best
for them, accepting that what works for one title in one market might not
work for a similar paper in a different environment.

We hope, nonetheless, that these ideas and case studies can provide
valuable inspiration and reaffirmation for newsrooms embarking on this
journey.

Context: the revenue challenge
Business and revenue models often get conflated, but for the purposes of
this report we delineate between the two by separately analyzing the in-
come streams flowing into a newspaper (the revenue model) from some of
the larger structural questions (the business model) small-market newspa-
pers are addressing.

As Josh Stearns of the Democracy Fund reminded us, “A revenue model
is not a business model and to get [an] actual, sustainable business model
you have to figure out which of these [revenue models] work given your
capacity and your community needs.”

Across the industry, print revenues continue to dominate the income
ledger, accounting for seventy-five to eighty percent of income at most
small-market newspapers, just as they do at larger outlets.61

This is potentially problematic in the long-run, given the impact of
changes to local advertising, which are reducing the revenue pool that lo-
cal newspapers can draw on. As Kevin Anderson observed, as retail moved
from local to regional to national, so too did advertising: “Looking back at
old editions (of the Sheboygan Press in 2015), it’s not just the volume of
the ads that’s striking, but also the variety—the number of local businesses
that used to advertise with us . . . hundreds of small, local businesses that
would have advertised with my newspapers simply no longer exist.”62

Because of this, it is incumbent on small-market newspapers to broaden
their revenue base, and to reduce this dependency on traditional income
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streams. Our research found that publishers are very aware of this need,
but also recognize that this transition cannot be achieved overnight.

Seven Popular
Revenue-Raising Practices
Against a backdrop of the continued reliance on print dollars for most
small-market newspapers, and the challenge of attracting sufficient local
advertising, this section explores some of the ways in which small-market
newspapers are looking to expand and diversify their income base.

It’s not easy, but fortunately, good ideas are plentiful: there are a
plethora of case studies showcasing different ways in which local newspa-
pers can generate income.6364 Below we outline some of the more popular
and practical options being explored by publishers.

1. Subscriptions and single-copy sales
Alongside traditional display advertising subscriptions(online and in print),
single-copy sales and paywalls continue to be popular income sources at
small-market newspapers.

Many smaller titles, particularly weeklies, remain heavily dependent on
single-copy sales. Al Cross, director of the Institute for Rural Journalism
and Community Issues, told us, “People are making the buying decision
every single week, plunking down fifty cents, or seventy-five cents, or even a
dollar for that paper.”

Without the certainty of subscription income, many smaller papers are
“vulnerable,” Cross argued, and understandably wary of rocking the read-
ership boat. While this type of risk aversion is not unique to these kinds
of weekly outlets, these titles may have less wiggle room than those with
a larger circulation base. The type of papers that Cross describes have an
average weekly circulation of around 4,000.

At many daily newspapers circulations are higher, which may offer a
slightly larger margin for error in terms of the opportunity to experiment.
Nevertheless, as many interviewees told us, they are still potentially ham-
strung by a number of other strategic considerations. Several editors identi-
fied issues such as the fact that their print subscribers tend to be older and
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resistant to change, while others highlighted the discrepancy between the
size of their digital and print subscriber bases (sometimes digital is around
ten percent, or less, of the print audience). These factors can impact on the
scope for maneuverability and innovation.

Yet change is often necessary, not least because of shrinking newsrooms
and the need to create content for an increasing number of platforms. This
means that the newspaper of today cannot afford to look like the newspa-
per of yesterday.

As Robert York of tronc explained:

If you want to do new things, you have to stop doing old things that don’t
work. And I think that’s something in our industry [that] is very difficult to
do because everything has a constituency of at least one.

So, if you take a comic out of the newspaper, somebody likes that comic,
and they will call and complain and cancel their subscription. If you take
a box of ten mutual funds that you always run, and take that out of the
paper, off to online, once again, somebody will call and complain because
that was their mutual fund.

2. Paywalls and digital subscriptions
The predominance of paywalls, often present at even the smallest small-
market titles, is a more recent phenomenon than is generally recognized.
In 2012, Gannett, Lee Enterprises, and McClatchy all announced plans
to introduce paywalls for some—or the majority—of their titles656667

with Scripps following suit later that year,68 before Digital First Media
in 2013.6970

Since then, in just a short period of five to six years, paywalls have
rapidly become an established means for newspapers to generate income
from readers.71 This doesn’t mean, however, that paywalls aren’t necessar-
ily a source of potential tension for newsrooms and audiences alike.

In an era where journalists are frequently rewarded for page views, any-
thing which creates a barrier to readership can be a source of friction.
Meanwhile, for audiences accustomed to free, unmetered access to con-
tent for much of the early internet age, the move to paywalls marks a major
shift in their online relationships.

From an audience perspective, research from Alex T. Williams for the
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American Press Institute72 found that larger newspapers were often good at
communicating to readers how and why paywalls were being introduced.73

But that dialogue often ceased post-launch. New visitors may be therefore
unclear about paywall structures and the need for them.

Journalists can play a direct role in contributing to this conversation.
Lauren Gustus, at the time the executive editor of the Coloradoan in Fort
Collins observed how her reporters will often share details on social media
of special subscription offers, telling their followers: “I’m proud of the work
I do . . . Here’s the link if you wanna subscribe.”

Gustus contends that, alongside this, her journalists don’t simply leave
these matters to the sales guys. “Anyone in our newsroom could tell you
about the demographics of our subscribers,” she said. “They could tell you
how many subscribers we have and they could tell you how much it costs to
subscribe to the Coloradoan for print or digital.”

The paper has one of the highest digital-only subscriber bases across
the Gannett group, with paid circulation up year-on-year for the past two
years. Whether this can be attributed to the continued communication
between the newsroom and the paper’s audience cannot be proven, but it
remains, nonetheless, a model that others can potentially learn from.

Our research also found clear evidence that paywalls and digital sub-
scription models are not set in stone. There are plenty of opportunities
to experiment with them. The Dallas Morning News, for example, has
deployed three different paywalls over the years, from a hard paywall,74

and later75 a mixed premium76 versus free site, to a metered model.77 The
current paywall also distinguishes between in-market and out-of-market
audiences.

For titles like The Dallas Morning News, some sections of the site (e.g.,
entertainment) don’t count toward the meter, as the content is well sup-
ported by ads. Other outlets, but not all, take a similar approach to popu-
lar verticals such as job boards and “what’s on” listings.

It’s clear from our research that not only are paywalls newer than we
might realize, but they’re also a space that is far from static.
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3. Events
Of the new, emerging sources of revenue that newspapers are engaging in,
the events space may be one of the most promising. Aside from their poten-
tial as a means for story gathering and community engagement, events also
offer opportunities for sponsorship, ticket sales, and other income streams.

One digital site, Billy Penn in Philadelphia, has made events a corner-
stone of its business model.78 As founder Jim Brady told us, “I’ve said a
bunch of times, and I’m dead serious about it, that part of what makes
it—people say, What’s your business model?’ It’s like, Events and low over-
head.’ ”

For many other digital operators, such as those tracked by Michele
McLellan as part of her database of promising online local news startups,
Michele’s List,79 events are described as an effective means to engage with
their community, even though for most outlets they account for less than
twenty percent of revenue.

This percentage may grow in the future, but it also alludes to another
benefit from events: their ability to provide opportunities for face-to-face
engagement and interaction with readers and non-readers alike.80

MinnPost, a nonprofit serving the Twin Cities in Minneapolis, for exam-
ple, uses events to deepen relationships with existing supporters by offering
members free and discounted tickets.81 Others such as The Seattle Times
have worked with external partners to bring non-subscribing audiences to
their education events.82 Meanwhile, as far back as 2013 the Chattanooga
Times Free Press (circulation 75,336) was producing twelve large events
a year, generating seven-figure income levels, eleven percent of its retail
revenue, in the process.83

Tom Slaughter, executive director of the Inland Press Association, was
one interviewee who felt that events were likely to be part of the “portfolio
of businesses” required to “support the infrastructure of what we call a
daily newspaper.” After all, he reflected, “Newspapers will not be able to
sustain themselves solely on digital advertising.”
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4. Media services
One clear way that a number of publishers are expanding revenue sources is
by creating, or buying, spin-off businesses which capitalize on their editorial
and design expertise. Income from these services, which includes building
apps and websites for small and medium-sized businesses, can then be
poured back into resourcing the core product.

In doing this, small-market newspapers are not just leveraging the skills
they have developed, but also the trust and heritage associated with their
brand.

As Steven Waldman, author of 2011’s FCC report on “The Information
Needs of Communities” argued:

Those brands and that reputation means something and that’s partly why
I think these service businesses really do have some potential. I think when
you’re a small business and you’re getting calls from five different people
claiming to be able to help you with your website, and you have never
heard of four of them and one of them is the local newspaper, I think you
may get the local newspaper [to help you].

Other newspapers such as the Oregon-based RG Media Group and EO
Media Group are leveraging different areas of expertise and resources, offer-
ing commercial print operations, which includes printing the publications
of their neighbors.84 The Columbian in Vancouver, Washington, prints The
Oregonian, which is based in nearby Portland, and The Register-Guard in
Eugene publishes the Gannett paper for Salem, the Statesman Journal.

Given these transferable skills, it’s perhaps no surprise that we’re seeing
small—and large—newspapers across the country branching out into the
media services space. This is another trend we can confidently expect to
continue.

5. Newsletters
On a smaller scale, the humble newsletter is back and in vogue with sales
teams and audiences alike. “As the digital ecology evolves, it sometimes
pays to go back to basics and adapt relatively old ideas for new times,”
noted London School of Economics’ Charlie Beckett in his introduction to a
2016 report, “Back to the Future—Email Newsletters as a Digital Channel
for Journalism” by Swedish journalist Charlotte Fagerlund.85
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The revenue opportunities in this space include sponsorship for specific
newsletters covering key verticals such as politics, sports, the environment,
or education, as well as the opportunity to embed advertising as hyper-
linked text or display ads.

With analytics offering user insights such as clickthroughs and open
rates, it’s relatively easy to calculate an ROI, too. Although as Digiday has
pointed out, this is not without its challenges.86 “E-newsletters are limited
in their ability to monetize because of the lack of a third-party auditor and
the constraints of third-party platforms,” argued a recent article,87 not least
because if emails are forwarded, then third-party tools don’t count these as
new opens.

This is clearly an issue, but irrespective of this newsletters remain88 a
source of investment for small-market newspapers, and a potential tool for
valuable revenue and consumer data.

Rob Barrett, president of digital media for Hearst Newspapers, stressed
the role that newsletters can play in creating a “daily habit” with readers,
which is particularly important at a time when the daily habit of reading a
newspaper may be on the wane.

Meanwhile, Lee Rainie at the Pew Research Center highlighted the
power of using newsletters to offer a “foot in the door” to your website and
other content. From these lower-level engagements, deeper relationships
may flourish.

Perhaps with this in mind, Barrett posited that newsletters are about
more than just delivering content (and ads); they should also be considered
part of a newspaper’s customer relationship management (CRM) efforts,
given the potentially valuable information that newsletter subscribers share
on sign-up and through their consumption.

He explained, “I wouldn’t say, Hey, we’re investing in newsletters.’ We’re
investing in customer retention, customer relationship management, and
it’s very clear that using sort of the best email technology to generate it, to
target, to personalize it, and to have the database of customers, and that
having the best technology investment is a very, very big deal.”

Given these factors, newsletters are an area of investment—and one with
a potentially positive financial return—that we expect to see a further focus
on.
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6. Obituaries
As we noted in our discussion about digital subscriptions, publishers aren’t
necessarily blocking access to all of their content. Obituaries are one area
where we see different approaches being used.

The Bulletin, a daily newspaper in Bend, Oregon, excludes obituaries—
alongside classified ads, job openings, its events calendar, and restaurant
and golf guides—from its thirteen-dollar-a-month paywall. In contrast, the
Calhoun County Journal, a weekly in Bruce, Mississippi, places obituaries,
along with other popular content such as recipes, behind a paywall accessi-
ble via a WordPress login.

One possible reason for this divergence is the different attitude that some
small-market newspapers adopt when producing this content. As Wald-
man told us, the cost for publishing obituaries can range from hundreds to
sometimes thousands of dollars. But not everyone is comfortable with that
approach. He said:

There’s still a couple newspapers out there that do it for free. They [see]
this is a service to our community and we’re not gonna charge for it. I
think those are very few and far between, but I have come across some like
that, and some have kept their prices down in the forty–fifty-dollar range,
something like that. But, certainly in the metro papers, the rates are going
way up.

As publishers seek new revenue streams, some of them are turning to
obituaries as a potential means to attract different sources of revenue. The
Courier Record of Blackstone, Virginia, is one such paper which has made
this journey. As owner Billy Coleburn reflected, “We used to never charge
for obits, then we charged for some versions and didn’t charge for others.
Now, basically most obits in our paper are paid. Do a color photo, and it’s
not a bad additional piece of revenue.” At the same time, Coleburn readily
conceded that “obits are a very important part of record of the paper, no
doubt, [and a] record of the community.”

This wider value helps explain why some small-market newspapers wres-
tle with where obituaries sit on the revenue versus information continuum.
Many local journalists, perhaps, underestimate the importance of this con-
tent to members of their community and individual readers. But Waldman
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reminded us, “The most important news event in most people’s lives is not
the Iowa Caucus, it’s the birth of their child or the death of your parent.”

Leveraging this may seem rather cynical to some, but as Waldman ar-
gued, “If the newspaper can be a part of actually helping that person,
you’re gonna be connecting with them on a much more powerful level, be-
ing much more useful than you’ve ever been.”

7. Foundations, crowdfunding, and other
emerging ideas
Finally, in this section we highlight some of the other revenue-raising ideas
being explored by our interviewees and others across the industry. This
list is by no means exhaustive, but instead seeks to highlight some of the
various ways in which small-market newspapers across the United States
are looking at different revenue sources to help underpin their journalistic
endeavors.

Foundations are, perhaps, the most obvious example of this. In many
cases their support has enabled news organizations to experiment and do
new things. This has included new forms of journalistic activity,89 support
for specific beats such as Education Lab at The Seattle Times90 and state
reporting by the Center for Public Integrity,91 exploration of new revenue
models,92 and relationship-building.93

Of course not every publisher is able to benefit from the foundation
support. In particular, we note that the pool of outlets that has benefited
from this is small, relative to the size of the sector, and that the focus is
often restricted to tech and innovation. However, there’s no doubt that this
income source is valuable for those that have benefited from it. We expect
to see more publishers seeking to tap into this potential revenue stream.

Another reasonably established form of fundraising is crowdfunding,94

which has been used to cover specific stories and beats such as The Texas
Tribune’s series “Undrinkable,” “The Shale Life,” “The Ticket,” and “Bor-
dering on Insecurity,”95 as well as its recruitment of a community reporter
in late 2016.96

Another long-established means for attracting additional revenue is the
use of consumer questionnaires by local news outlets such as the Herald and
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News (Klamath Falls, Oregon) and The News Journal and DelawareOn-
line.com (Wilmington, Delaware).

Though this isn’t necessarily a new idea (Nieman Lab wrote about an
early iteration in 201197) it offers publishers an opportunity for alterna-
tive forms of monetization, with publishers being paid by Google for each
completed Google Consumer Surveys (GCS).98

Pop-Up Consumer Survey from the Herald and News (Oregon)

Source: Herald and News99

Meanwhile, the Blue Mountain Eagle in John Day, Oregon, the oldest
weekly community newspaper in the state, launched in 1868,100 enables its
audience to purchase popular images (see below).101

Readers can repurpose images for everything from a four-by-six print
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Source: Blue Mountain Eagle102

($3.99) through to mugs, mouse mats, t-shirts, and large canvas prints
(twenty-four-by-thirty-six mounted, $143.50).103

This additional revenue stream sits alongside traditional advertising and
metered access to its content (unlimited access to the website costs forty
dollars per year).104

It’s likely this isn’t a large money-spinner for the publication, but set-
ting up an online store in this way may be a relatively simple method for
generating some additional revenue with minimal effort.

Other outlets are also exploring opportunities around eCommerce, rang-
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ing from mounted front pages of The Denver Post105 to keepsake pages and
coffee-table books from The Seattle Times.106

For some outlets, harnessing their unique local archive in this manner
may be a revenue area to watch.

Final thoughts on revenue matters
These examples, as well as initiatives such as membership schemes, spon-
sored content, and other ideas, give us a sense of how newspapers are ex-
perimenting with different opportunities to generate income. There’s no
magic combination for making this work, but what this section shows is
that there are no shortage of potential routes to revenue.

Changing Journalistic Practice
A fundamental reason why publishers need to experiment with different op-
portunities for income generation is because the traditional funding model
for news is broken. Technology is rapidly changing the way content is cre-
ated, distributed, consumed, and monetized.107

This is all happening at such a pace that it’s easy to forget that many
popular digital platforms and online behaviors are, in fact, relatively recent
additions to media diets.108

In the space of a few short years, new storytelling tools like Facebook
Live, Periscope, and Snapchat have quickly become part of the journalist’s
toolkit, while usage of more established platforms like Facebook, Twitter,
and Instagram has evolved as their functionality and audience continues to
grow.109110111 Meanwhile, platforms like Vine, Meerkat, and Google+ have
either closed or effectively been consigned to the digital graveyard.112113

These developments have required news and media outlets to move with
the audience, embracing new platforms and finding new ways to tell stories.

In this section we explore some of the ways that local newspapers are
engaging with these channels, highlighting examples of practice and some of
the strategic implications and challenges which many small-market newspa-
pers are trying to make sense of.
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Social media as standard (but it's an often
uneasy relationship)
For some, such as Levi Pulkkinen at Seattlepi.com, the emergence of newer
and more established digital platforms can be a cause for optimism. “It’s
a really exciting time for journalism,” he said, “because if you run a small
newspaper, your potential audience for the stuff you’re doing has gotten
gigantic in the last decade.”

The influence of these channels on our media habits is such, Pulkkinen
argued, that if you’re not active on these platforms “you’re basically decid-
ing not to play.”

There’s certainly an element of truth to that. But it’s also true to say
that some local publishers are deliberately deciding not to play. This is
particularly true of many smaller outlets, where resource constraints make
it difficult to do everything, and be everywhere.

Moreover, for many of these titles, a reliance on physical newspaper sales
means that some publishers are being careful not to cannibalize their print
audience by giving away the crown jewels (for free) on social, or indeed
anywhere else online. These titles still need people to buy their paper each
week if they are to survive.

The Calhoun County Journal of Bruce, Mississippi (population 1,939)114

is a good example of this. With a circulation of a little over 5,000 a week,
it’s the only newspaper in Calhoun County. Although active on social me-
dia, the paper purposefully eschews Facebook (although not the Facebook-
owned Instagram115).

Publisher Joel McNeece, a past president of the Mississippi Press Associ-
ation who sits on the National Newspaper Association Board of Directors,
explained that too many small publishers “think they can stick something
on Facebook and that equates to a good advertisement because thirty peo-
ple liked it. It’s not generating any business for you,” he said, arguing that
“your best dollar is still in print.”

For others, the challenges of this relationship go beyond just revenue.
Billy Coleburn from Richmond’s Courier-Record (Virginia) was just one
publisher who stressed the impact of the new digital gatekeepers on both
revenues and audience time, saying, “I view my number one competitor re-
ally as Facebook and social media because you’re competing for the hearts,
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and minds, and the attention span of human beings. And our attention
span is ridiculously small these days.”

Despite these challenges, the popularity of social networks as a news
source means that it takes a bold publisher to purposefully refrain from
using these channels. Data from the “Reuters Institute Digital News Report
2017” found that fifty-one percent of digital news consumers in the United
States now get news from social media, a cohort that’s grown five percent
since 2016 and doubled since 2013.116

During this same period (not long after the Waldman Report was pub-
lished), print as a source for news fell precipitously. Reports from Pew have
consistently told a similar story, especially among younger audiences.117 118

Source: Reuters Institute/Oxford University119

The growth of video and live video reporting
At the end of 2016 we undertook an online survey completed by 420 jour-
nalists based at small-market newspapers across the United States.120 Our
research identified a cohort that is enthusiastically embracing digital story-
telling, especially video and live video.121 Newsrooms are benefitting from
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the low barriers of entry created by smartphones and cheap (and sometimes
free) editing tools, as well as new live video streaming services.

However, despite this engagement, publishers face a number of important
strategic issues in this space. One key consideration is skills and training,
as identified by our survey, which revealed that most journalists tend to be
self-taught with new technologies, or they learn from articles on sites like
Nieman Lab, Poynter, and MediaShift.

Audiences may need support and training, too, and publishers can play a
role in providing compelling content which drives audiences to digital plat-
forms, while at the same time explaining how to use/access these platforms.
In doing so, news organizations can play a key role in helping to develop
these types of media literacy and digital behaviors.

These platforms may be less effective for some small-market newspapers.
Access issues are an important consideration, especially in rural communi-
ties where availability may be more limited. Slower-fixed and mobile broad-
band speeds mean that video, as well as other rich multimedia content, is
not necessarily viable for non-urban publishers or audiences.

Finally, a number of interviewees also identified the unproven business
and revenue models from many of these platforms as issues. As Amalie
Nash, the Des Moines Register’s executive editor and vice president for
news and engagement at the time of interview and now Gannett’s exec-
utive editor for the West Region, explained: “You look at something like
Facebook native videos, which we all agree that’s great for brand, that’s
great for getting yourself out there, and this and that, but at the end of the
day, you’re making pennies on the dollar in terms of what those videos are
providing as far as revenue sources.”

On other platforms, revenue may be even less. A cursory glance at the
YouTube channels for many small-market newspapers, for example, shows
video views often total between a few thousand and a few hundred.

“Getting five or six or seven hundred views on a single video isn’t a
sellable item to an advertiser,” warned Lou Brancaccio, emeritus editor of
The Columbian of Vancouver, Washington. As a result, he suggested this
may not be a viable medium for smaller outlets to continue investing in so
heavily. “The jury is still out on whether or not that is going to pull more
viewers onto our website,” he said.
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In contrast, given the need for scale and reach, video may be a format
that is far more successful for larger newspapers, where views are greater
and thus the opportunity for advertising or sponsorship may be more dis-
cernible. It will be interesting to see how this dynamic shapes up as the
video market continues to mature.

The emerging importance—and influence—of metrics
“Metrics inspire a range of strong feelings in journalists, such as excite-
ment, anxiety, self-doubt, triumph, competition, and demoralization,” wrote
Tow Fellow Caitlin Petre in her 2015 report “Traffic Factories: Metrics at
Chartbeat, Gawker Media, and The New York Times.”122

Petre observed how “metrics exert a powerful influence over journalists’
emotions and morale,” and that, for all of the positives which these tools
can unlock, “traffic-based rankings can drown out other forms of evalua-
tion.” This trend is now beginning to permeate the different tiers of local
journalism.

One potential benefit of these tools, suggested Lauren Gustus, the for-
mer executive editor of the Coloradoan (Fort Collins, Colorado), is that it
enables journalists and editors to quantify readership in a manner not pre-
viously possible. The conclusions can sometimes be surprising. “If you look
at the metrics, you know that so much of what we do doesn’t get consumed
in a way that maybe we think it does,” she said.

The impact of this can be used to realign and reframe certain types
of stories, providing evidence (which is especially valuable in a climate of
reduced resources) for dropping or diminishing certain beats, while also
enabling newspapers to double-down on topics which really resonate with
their communities.

Liz Worthington, content strategy program manager at the American
Press Institute (API) who leads the Metrics For News program, argued that
these types of insights can help to deepen relationships between audiences
and small-market newspapers:

By focusing on a few key topic areas, you create more loyalty. The read-
ers really respond to it . . . And the newsrooms we work with are pretty
transparent with their audience about why are we doing this and why you
are taking this survey to help us figure out what we should do differently.
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It does lead to higher page views, but also less churn, more loyalty, and
hopefully deeper engagement with your audiences.

Editors at papers ranging from the Herald and News in Klamath Falls,
Oregon, to The Dallas Morning News in Texas told us that they had ben-
efitted from this approach. Others highlighted some of the cultural chal-
lenges presented by metrics, not least when they proffer conclusions that
newsrooms don’t necessarily want to hear.

“I think there’s a hesitancy in the newspaper industry among reporters
not to recognize what the metrics are telling us,” said Levi Pulkkinen at
Seattlepi.com, namely “that we need to change the content.” Specifically, he
added, “What we’re finding is that readers have very little taste for incre-
mental coverage, and that’s the bread and butter of local newspaper[s].”

Metric-informed practices can help to achieve these ambitions, and their
influence can be seen at some small-market newspapers. However, they
may well encounter resistance from those wary of changes to the traditional
culture and practice of journalism, and the risk that metrics can have a
potentially overt influence on an outlets content mix.123

"Feeding the goat"124

Many of our interviewees come from smaller weekly publications. Journalis-
tic practice in these environs can be very different than metros or newspa-
pers in larger, more competitive news markets. Arguably one of the biggest
differences is in the speed of publication and audience expectations around
the availability of news content.

For some publishers, being weekly is an editorial asset, enabling them to
take a step back and report the news differently from those caught up in
the cycle of daily publishing and around-the-clock updates on social media.

But the weekly publishing schedule, while identified as a strength, can
also potentially leave outlets vulnerable. Al Cross, director of the Institute
for Rural Journalism and Community Issues, explained how the News-
Democrat & Leader—a bi-weekly paper in Russellville, Kentucky (popu-
lation 7,037)—risked being left behind as audiences migrate to The Logan
Journal, “an online newspaper,” its Twitter bio notes, “that is devoted to
bring you the stories quicker and better.”125
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For daily papers, different challenges abound. Lou Brancaccio, emeritus
editor of The Columbian, a seven-day-a-week publication in Vancouver,
Washington, described a fast-moving environment where publishers can’t
afford to be late to a story. “The worst thing that can happen to a news-
paper is that somebody reads some news from their Facebook friend, they
go to The Columbian website to see if we have it, and we don’t have it,” he
said.

In many cases, Brancaccio argued, the paper does have the story, but the
reporter is waiting until it is complete before publishing. “That’s old-school
thinking,” he said, leading him—and others—to encourage reporters to
publish online when a story breaks, fleshing it out as further details emerge.

For many journalists that’s a radically different approach from the way
they have previously worked. But Brancaccio believes it’s necessary for
many outlets in this day and age. “The odds are somebody else has it,” he
said, “and if you don’t get it up first, somebody else will.”

Social media can, to some extent, act as a halfway house between these
two scenarios for some weeklies, plugging the gaps between print runs.

Les Zaitz, a former investigative reporter for The Oregonian and pub-
lisher of the Malheur Enterprise in Vale, Oregon (population 1,838), cov-
ered the standoff at the Malheur National Wildlife Refuge near Burns (pop-
ulation 2,738), a story which garnered national attention.126127128

Zaitz said that due to the weekly publishing schedules of many small-
market newspapers “social media is a vital information lifeline for these
communities, or can be,” adding: “I was frankly astonished in Burns as I
did my reporting how my personal audience in Harney County and Burns
grew by the hour because people were so starved for information, and they
were served only by a weekly newspaper that could only come out once a
week.”

Weekly, small-market newspapers, like their daily and metro counter-
parts, understand that audience expectations around the availability of con-
tent is shifting. Although change may be coming more slowly, the external
pressures which are reshaping the speed with which news and information
is disseminated and consumed is coming their way.
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The new model journalist
The journalism profession is changing rapidly.129 As a result, the majority
of newsrooms are unrecognizable from how they looked at the start of the
new millennium.

Many journalists are now expected to demonstrate an ever-increasing
range of skills, including: being able to write, shoot video, take photographs,
input their copy into a content management system, identify pull-quotes,
and produce social media content for a variety of platforms.

Newsrooms at small-market newspapers are not immune from these
changes. In our 2016–17 survey of journalists at small-market newspapers,
seventy percent of respondents told us they spent more time on digital-
related output than they did two years ago, and nearly half (forty-six per-
cent) said the number of stories they produce has increased in the past two
years.130

As newspapers have laid off personnel, remaining staff have—in many
cases—needed to grow and develop their skillsets. In our interviews, editors
described videographers who were being asked to learn photography (and
vice versa), while many traditional beat reporters are required to write for
the website, newsletters, live blogs, social channels, and the original print
publication. Each of these channels requires the flexing of different writing
muscles. Meanwhile, even the smallest outlets are embracing opportunities
to shoot video and photographs for social, as well as broadcast on Facebook
Live.

Because of this, new and emerging skillsets are being increasingly valued
by newsrooms, with newsrooms restructuring to create audience teams131

and engagement specialists.132

Lauren Gustus, the former executive editor at the Coloradoan in Fort
Collins, Colorado, explained how her small newsroom (thirty to forty peo-
ple) had been reconfigured to include a dedicated ten-person engagement
team. Part of their charge, she explained, was “talking with readers across
any of the platforms that we operate on and that our readers operate on.”

Others are following suit, although based on our conversations, the core
skill requirements at small-market newspapers continue to be quite tradi-
tional and mainstream.

It will be interesting to see if these differences remain, or if emerging
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skill areas will simply be absorbed into the tasks expected of journalists in
the digital age. With many journalism schools beginning to teach or place
greater emphasis on these emerging skills, the next generation may auto-
matically bring these sensibilities to the newsroom as part of the perpetual
evolution and transformation of journalistic practice that is happening
across the industry.

Final thoughts on changing journalistic practice
As we have seen, journalism is an evolving profession. The pace and extent
of this change varies from outlet to outlet, and many journalists may find
this evolution rather daunting.

Nonetheless, as Margaret Sullivan famously said, “These days, being
a journalist shares at least one quality with being a shark. If you’re not
moving forward, it’s over.”133

Small-market newsrooms across the country are moving forward by em-
bracing social media and video, engaging with analytics and metrics tools,
and reevaluating their publishing practices. These trends, and arguably the
pace of change, show no signs of slowing.

Evolving Principles and Philosophies
Alongside changing revenue models and developing journalistic practices,
some small-market newspapers are also responding to digital disruption by
reevaluating their approach to local journalism. This goes beyond simply
changing what they do, to embrace how and why they do it, too.

During our interviews, we heard about how some previously long-held
journalistic tenets and behaviors were potentially being challenged, as local
journalists put their profession under the microscope.

In this section we explore five of the most interesting ideas to emerge
from our conversations.

The value and prominence of partnerships
Historically, the local newspaper industry has not been great at collabora-
tion. According to Tom Glaisyer at the Democracy Fund, part of the reason
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for this is that the sector has always been “rooted in a cultural indepen-
dence.”

“Part of their strength was in being independent,” he said, but this is
beginning to change.

Although this is unfamiliar territory for some publishers, there are some
success stories. In addition, funders such as the Geraldine R. Dodge Foun-
dation and news incubators such as J-Lab134 have often made partnerships
between publishers a prerequisite for financial support.

“Everything we did in New Jersey was rooted in partnerships,” said the
Democracy Fund’s Josh Stearns, who previously oversaw Local News Lab,
an initiative from the Dodge Foundation to help local news sites develop
new and sustainable business models. The nature of those partnerships
included information sharing, joint ad sales networks, and collaborative
reporting.135

In Virginia, a partnership between the hyperlocal news website Char-
lottesville Tomorrow and newspaper The Daily Progress has resulted in
over 2,000 stories written by Charlottesville Tomorrow staff published in
the Progress. According to its website: “Charlottesville Tomorrow pro-
duces more than 50 percent of the newspaper’s content related to growth,
development, education and local politics.”136

As Brian Wheeler, executive director at Charlottesville Tomorrow, re-
counted to us:

In 2009, The Daily Progress newsroom had shrunk dramatically, from about
forty-five people to about eighteen. The managing editor approached us. He
was looking for other things they could have on their website . . . and they
finally reached the point where they said, “We could do more in partnership
with you than trying to work against you.”

So, the partnership was a simple one-page, back-and-front memorandum
of understanding between myself and the editor. There were no lawyers
involved. And it was, in 2009, the first of its kind in the country where a
nonprofit was doing beat reporting for a daily newspaper.

At the present time examples like this are the exception rather than the
rule, but they offer an interesting precedent that others can follow. Moving
forward, we believe that small-market newspapers will increasingly see
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the value that partnerships with local, regional, and national entities can
potentially bring.

One area ripe for collaboration is greater links between local newsrooms
and national nonprofits. As Jane Elizabeth, senior manager for the Ac-
countability Journalism Program at the American Press Institute, reflected,
partnerships between local news outlets and nonprofits like ProPublica and
The Marshall Project would be especially beneficial. There are some na-
tional publications reaching out to local newsrooms, Elizabeth said, “but I
sense that there’s hesitancy in the local newsrooms” that don’t always see
how they would benefit. “I think that’s a big opportunity that a lot of local
newsrooms are missing out on.”

In sum, although partnership requires a culture shift on both sides, it’s a
direction many newsrooms are already heading in.

Engagement
Engagement was the media buzzword of 2016137 and a key topic of conver-
sation in our discussions with industry practitioners. There’s no standard
definition of this term, although it’s a label which can be applied to a vari-
ety of offline and online publisher-audience relationships.

For many of our interviewees, their understanding of engagement goes
beyond traditional measurements such as subscribers, unique users, or time
on site. Instead, it’s part of a wider dynamic in which they are reassessing
their journalistic role.

Some newsrooms are already recognizing that this relationship needs to
be more two-way, going beyond historic norms. Engagement in this context
is about more than just outreach. It involves active listening and more of a
focus on impact.

J-Lab’s Jan Schaffer talked about the importance of small-market news-
papers needing “to figure out how not just to cover community, but to build
it as well.” That, Shaffer suggested, means papers listening to the com-
munity and looking to do more than just find a great quote or angle for a
story. “The engagement that counts,” Schaffer said, is, “wow, we helped our
community fix a problem, do something better. And I think that’s still a
skill to be learned.”

This skillset requires a shift in approach and practice, but it is in line
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with the “good neighbor” role that research has shown audiences value.138.139

We believe that engagement can be one of the ways in which small-market
newspapers can reassert their relevance in the digital age.

As Lauren Gustus admitted, titles like the Coloradoan need to “demon-
strate the value of a local news organization and that it goes beyond the
printed product.” To help achieve this goal, she reconfigured her thirty-
person newsroom to create a ten-person engagement team charged with
finding opportunities to “further our relationship with our readers in a
meaningful way.”

Events, putting community members on the editorial board, and engag-
ing with readers on and off site across different digital platforms, are just
some of the mechanisms the Coloradoan and others have deployed with this
goal in mind.

Engagement strategies, both online and offline, also need to evolve and
be refined. This is particularly true when it comes to social. Amalie Nash,
at the Des Moines Register, highlighted Facebook and Snapchat as two
examples of this digital dichotomy.

Noting that in the month prior to our interview, “We got fifty-three
percent of our traffic from Facebook,” Nash nonetheless said her newsroom
constantly debated where they should place their digital bets:

Snapchat is a great example of that. A lot of news organizations are
putting strategy and time behind Snapchat, not making any money, not
bringing anyone into your site because there’s no way to link or anything
from it. Are you hoping the money follows, or are you doing it just because
that’s where an audience that you’re to reach is, and you’re hoping they
will hear our message and then come back to your site? What does success
look like on a platform like that?

Others highlighted how their approach had changed over time, with the
The Texas Tribune’s Emily Ramshaw noting that “two years ago we were
streaming all of our own events live and on our website, and now we’re
using Facebook [Live] to do the bulk of what we do.”

Opportunities for engagement, built around the inherent proximity to
the audience which small-market newspapers enjoy, were among the key
reasons why many of our interviewees were more optimistic about the fu-
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ture than perhaps we had expected. These characteristics contributed to
the contrasting opinions expressed by many about the future for metros.

As a former editor at a major metro and also a small-market newspaper
reflected:

I think there is an opportunity for small newspapers more than the larger
ones . . . to actually form a relationship with the community still . . .
Because you might know your neighbor, who was in the paper yesterday.
And the smaller newspapers do a better job of getting more people in the
paper than the larger ones as well.
There are those kinds of opportunities in smaller newspapers that aren’t
there at larger ones. So, I think that forming that type of relationship
with the community is still there in smaller papers. And I think it’s more
difficult in the metro markets.

Objectivity, advocacy, and solutions
Alongside a growing interest in the opportunities presented by partnerships
and engagement, a number of interviewees also shared with us some of their
evolving thoughts on their wider journalistic philosophy. These conversa-
tions touched on a number of issues including objectivity, advocacy, and the
emergence of newer journalistic practices such as solutions journalism.140

The physical closeness to their audience enjoyed by small-market news-
papers has previously presented challenges for some journalists. One editor
described how, in a bid to be detached and impartial, journalists can some-
times live “like a monk” outside of the newsroom.

Nowadays, there’s an increasing sense that this level of abstinence and
community celibacy isn’t necessarily needed. Local journalists can still be
active in their community and indeed advocate for it, several interviewees
argued, without jeopardizing their journalistic integrity.

In keeping with this, we heard a growing recognition—and level of
comfort—with the notion that local journalists are part of the commu-
nity they are reporting on. They bump into readers while getting coffee,
picking their kids up at school, or shopping for groceries.

“To pretend that you can’t, or pretend that you don’t live in the commu-
nity that you cover, and that you’re not affected by the events that you’re
reporting on, and that you have a stake in them, it’s ludicrous,” argued
Joel Christopher.
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In the process of accepting the implications of this dynamic, small-
market newspapers are finding they are able to open themselves up to
newer ideas such as solutions journalism,141 by not just shining a light on
problems, but on potential remedies, too.

The Seattle Times, with its Education Lab initiative,142 has been active
in the solutions space for some time.143 Others are following in its foot-
steps.144

Under Joel Christopher’s stewardship, for example, Gannett’s ten Wis-
consin papers embarked on “Kids in Crisis,”145 a statewide examination
of mental health issues related to children and teenagers. Alongside tra-
ditional reporting methods, the papers “advocated clearly and explicitly
for changes that we think that need to be enacted in the state,” Christo-
pher recalled—an editorial approach which he believes is part of evolving
journalistic practice at some local newspapers.

“Would we have done that ten years ago? Hell, no,” he said. “I don’t
think we would’ve. I have no problem with [this]. I don’t think it in any
way changed [the] journalism because of fear of losing objectivity or becom-
ing an advocate. I think it actually focused and strengthened the report-
ing.”

Impact aside, Keith Hammonds, president and COO at the Solutions
Journalism Network, also argued that this model can be more satisfying for
reporters:

Reporters and editors in this project have discovered is that doing these
deeper feature stories with a solution orientation . . . [are] also more mean-
ingful to journalists. There is a manifest leap that you take from doing
the rogue reporting on school boards and police blotter to doing a deeply
reported piece that not only addresses concerns in the community, but
attaches those concerns to pathways to constructive discussion.

Final thoughts on evolving principles
and philosophies
Recognizing the opportunity for journalists and newspapers to have a wider
impact on their community beyond just meeting their information needs is
nothing new. But as local publications search for ways to find a renewed
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(and commercially viable) purpose, such approaches may become increas-
ingly important.

Local journalism has the potential to be a platform for the entire com-
munity. Partnerships, engagement, and content that reappraise the role and
appropriateness of advocacy and objectivity are all contributing to the rein-
vigoration of local journalism. And they are doing so without losing sight of
journalism’s core values and purposes.

As Lauren Gustus at the Coloradoan noted:

The lens through which we view our work is: How do we contribute to mak-
ing Fort Collins the place we all want to live? And that doesn’t mean we
don’t get critical. We certainly do. Sometimes it’s advocacy and sometimes
it’s, “We have twenty breweries in town. You should try these five this
week.”

In an age of increasingly polarized and bi-partisan politics, coupled with
a deep distrust in the media by some constituencies, small-market newspa-
pers may have to double-down on their community value—going beyond
simply reporting the news—to ensure that their importance and impact is
understood, valued, and paid for.

This means not just reporting on the here and now, but also thinking
about how newspapers can contribute to a wider societal good. It’s a role,
our interviews suggest, that many local journalists are already exploring
and thinking about.
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Ten Key Takeaways: How Are Small-Market
Newspapers Responding to Digital disruption?

Revenue
Small-market newspapers are still beholden to print, which typically ac-
counts for seventy-five to eighty percent of revenue, but have slowly begun
experimenting with a wide range of other income streams.

Alternative revenue sources include paywalls, events, media services,
newsletters, and obituaries. Single-copy sales remain important for many
smaller outlets.

Newspapers are also embracing opportunities to secure funding from other
channels including foundations, crowdsourcing campaigns, eCommerce,
and Google questionnaires. Financial success is likely to be reliant on a
combination of these different revenue streams. Advertising alone is unlikely
to suffice.

Digital
Small-market newspapers use social media, but there is some unease about
this relationship, driven by uncertain revenue models and time constraints.

Metro and national newspapers have more runway with social and digital,
due to larger reach and newsroom capacity, although they too are working
with unproven business models in this space.

Video is a popular digital tool for small-market newspapers and one that
journalists are keen to learn more about.

Distribution and Revenue models

The weekly publishing model allows newspapers the chance to take a step
back and provide a different perspective on the news from local TV and
daily newspapers. But the model faces challenges from shifting consumer
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behavior as news habits increasingly become 24/7 with expectations of
information immediacy.

The prominence and establishment of digital tools and audiences requires
even small-market newspapers, and the journalists working within them, to
continually expand their skillsets.

Given these production pressures, which typically play out against a back-
ground of reduced human resources, partnerships between local news orga-
nizations and other entities (ranging from NGOs to journalism schools and
community partners) are more important than ever.

Moving beyond traditional models of reader engagement can help to retain
and grow audiences, as well as unlock new revenue streams. From a sto-
rytelling perspective, this can mean reporting on solutions to issues rather
than just reporting on the problems. It can also mean organizing paid and
unpaid events that create opportunities for face-to-face engagement, and
deepen relationships and help unlock new stories and sources in the process.
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The primary audience for this report is the local newspaper industry.
Our intention, from the outset, was to produce insights, intelligence, and
inspiration that might inform the work of local journalists, editors, and
industry leaders.

With that in mind, based on our interviews and analysis, in this section
we outline nine strategic priority areas for industry leaders, as local news-
papers continue to respond to the ongoing challenges of digital disruption.
The ability to address these challenges is dependent on a myriad of existing
preconditions, including the working culture, ownership, structures, and
business models found at different papers.

These considerations each play a role in the ability of a paper to pivot
in a different direction. When assessing the health, vibrancy, and capacity
for change of a small-market newspaper, it’s important to understand the
structure of their business model. It is with business models, therefore, that
this section begins. The structure of a business is often the foundation from
which everything else flows. This context needs to be appreciated before
passing judgement on the health and vitality of any newspaper.

Factors such as ownership models, frequency of publication, and geo-
graphic location will vary from paper to paper. The experience of rural
titles, for example, is often very different than their more urban counter-
parts in terms of competition and news plurality,146 the size of the local ad
market, and the penetration and availability of digital technologies.147

Context: The Impact, Influence, and
Importance of Business Models
In terms of many legacy outlets, editor-in-chief of The Texas Tribune,
Emily Ramshaw observed that meeting the challenges of digital disrup-
tion is “like trying to turn a cruise liner.” These outlets often have deeply
entrenched working practices and newsroom cultures, which can make it
difficult for them to be fleet of foot.

Potential challenges for traditional operators to navigate include legacy
costs such as trucks, printing presses, labor contracts, and large (often
increasingly empty) buildings. Many of these outlets are also heavily union-
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ized, which may impact their ability to pivot to digital or simply do things
differently.

Digital-born outlets such as The Texas Tribune, Billy Penn, and smaller
outlets such as Charlottesville Tomorrow don’t have to contend with many
of these same considerations. But they also have to build an audience,
reputation, and advertiser base from scratch. That’s not easy.

What this means is that you’re not necessarily comparing like for like,
and we’re certainly not advocating that any one approach is better than the
other. Rather, as we have argued throughout our research for this project,
there is incredible diversity in this sector and one must consider the ex-
perience of small-market newspapers in a more nuanced manner.148 The
successes or failures of different local news outlets need to be placed in their
full and proper context.

With that in mind, below is an overview of some of the key ways news
organizations are responding to the business model challenges created by
digital disruption. This context is important to understand when one is
critical—or appreciative—of the way in which specific titles have responded
to the challenges in front of them.

The experience of larger groups
Many larger newspaper chains continue to remain heavily tethered to their
print product. This is not surprising given the proportion of revenue print
continues to generate and the cultural legacy of print in shaping “group
think.”

However, declining audiences and revenues mean that the infrastructure
at most of these outlets needs to change if they are to be sustainable. This
has typically meant layoffs,149150 centralization,151 selling off property,152

and changes in ownership153 as different groups seek to crack the code
of how to successfully run profitable newspaper chains in the twenty-first
century.

For larger groups, centralization has unlocked benefits in terms of group
ad buys, opportunities for corporate purchases and deployment of content
management systems (CMS), metrics software and other expensive techno-
logical solutions, as well as the chance to share content across the group.

However, there are potential downsides, too, particularly in terms of a
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loss of local control, oversight from people unfamiliar with an area (which
has led to copy errors, several editors told us), and the risk of producing an
homogeneous product.154

Gerry O’Brien, editor of the Herald and News in Oregon’s Klamath Falls
(population 21,399)—part of the Pioneer News Group, which owns twenty-
three daily and weekly newspapers in Washington, Idaho, Montana, Utah,
and Oregon—gave us an honest assessment of this dynamic, saying, “Some
of it’s beneficial . . . it’s a lot more efficient and it kind of forces you to hit
your deadlines a little bit sooner in the day. But you kind of lose that local
flavor, too, sometimes without a local paginator or copy editor.”

Alongside criticism from some interviewees of these types of changes,
which included the observation that many centralized functions were sel-
dom resourced to cope with the volume of work expected/needed of them,
others were critical about the profit levels being sought at commercially
owned entities. Such outcomes, they suggested, could only be achieved at
the cost of reduced investment or a further “hollowing out” of titles.

“They’re not using the money to invest in anything else,” argued Matt
DeRienzo, who as executive director for LION represents the interests of
the country’s Local Independent Online News Publishers. The aim of these
groups, he said, “is just to milk as much profit out of the franchise until it
dies.”

Of course, such a sentiment is not applicable everywhere, and com-
mercial groups would no doubt contest this claim. Nonetheless, we noted
different expectations at smaller, particularly family owned groups. In
these settings, anticipated profit margins appear to be smaller and the suc-
cess drivers are, perhaps, more complex and varied than they are at larger
profit-driven entities responsible to shareholders.

This is not to say that larger publicly listed groups do not continue to do
good journalistic work, they just operate in a different sphere than indepen-
dent and family-owned titles. Their business model allows for centralization
and group buys and sales, but also often comes with different expectations
in terms of financial return.
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Smaller groups and standalones
Given the challenging economics of the sector, there are those who ex-
pressed concern about the long-term well-being of smaller, independent
news outlets. “I couldn’t be more worried for newsrooms that are on their
own. I don’t know if that’s viable anymore,” said Joel Christopher, exec-
utive editor/vice president of news at the Courier-Journal in Louisville,
Kentucky.

Christopher, who spoke to us while overseeing Gannett’s newspapers in
Wisconsin, highlighted the challenge smaller newsrooms face in keeping on
top of essential technological advances:

I think of a newsroom like some of our small ones, if those were a family-
owned newspaper, they’d never be able to stay on top of the changes in
technology that your newsroom has to be on top of to remain vital. So
I think the network model is inevitable and necessary . . . I don’t think
economically that there’s any model that exists anymore that would allow
an individual newsroom in a small- or mid-size community to survive, even
a metro, frankly, long term.

Others, such as Charlotte Agenda’s Ted Williams, noted the challenge
for smaller outlets to produce major investigative journalism, given the lead
time and cost associated with it. “That is one of the most difficult things to
finance,” he conceded.

These are valid concerns. But there remains plenty of cases where
smaller newspapers are producing quality reporting, as well as embrac-
ing technological innovation. In the past year, for example, The Storm Lake
Times of Storm Lake, Iowa„ a twice-weekly paper with a staff of nine155

won156 the 2017 Pulitzer Prize for editorial writing.157 On the innovation
front, the Herald and News in Klamath Falls is experimenting with 360
video content158 and Augmented Reality (AR),159 while the Des Moines
Register was an early virtual reality (VR) pioneer.160 Other titles are being
similar bold and impactful.161

One unequivocal benefit for many smaller outlets is that they often have
more control over their look and feel, as well as their editorial vision, than
their larger cousins.

Mark Zusman, editor and publisher of Willamette Week in Portland,
Oregon, and co-founder of the City of Roses Newspaper Company162
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(which also owns the Santa Fe Reporter in New Mexico and Indy Week
in The Triangle area of North Carolina) reflected on his own experience in
this space, saying, “To the extent that we succeed, it’s because we recognize
that those papers shouldn’t be cookie-cutter, identical replicas of what we
have in Portland, but those papers have to be created, and formulated, and
driven by the people who live and work in that market.”

In contrast, as one senior executive at a major group complained to us,
“There’s a lot of those decisions that are being made for papers of this size
thousands of miles away.”

We also found that smaller organizations are not necessarily disadvan-
taged in terms of ad buys either, an often cited benefit of being part of a
larger chain.

One potential solution, as proselytized by Rusty Coats from the Local
Media Consortium, is the networked model offered by his coalition.163 With
more than seventy-five company members representing 1,700-plus titles
and board level input from senior executives at established local media
operators such as the McClatchy Company, Lee Enterprises, Digital First
Media, and others, this offers potential revenue and learning benefits for
smaller publishers.

As Coats explained, “We have an exchange of our inventory that’s avail-
able to major buyers, like Honda, Disney—major brands who buy our non-
locally sold inventory . . . With one buy, they can have access to upwards
of two billion impressions . . . Think about the scale of that.”

Why your business model matters
It’s clear that both types of organization have their place in the local me-
dia landscape. Depending on which side of the fence you sit, there are
strengths and weaknesses to these business models. We are not arguing
that any one approach is better than the other.

All business models still have to contend with fundamental structural
issues such as financial sustainability, capturing audience attention, and
continued relevancy.

Moreover, a key challenge for both large and small news organizations
remains having capacity to implement new ideas, coupled with the need
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to determine whether the potential benefits merit the time and energies
invested in making them work (if they work at all).

This means that businesses need to be able to try new ideas, and have
both license to fail, and to fail fast. As The Dallas Morning News’s Robyn
Tomlin admitted, “Nobody wants to put all your eggs in one basket. But
not to be trying and testing and learning is probably equally risky.”

Nine Strategic Questions for
Industry Leaders
In this section we outline some of the key questions leaders should be ask-
ing about their revenue and content strategies. This list is by no means
exhaustive, but it draws on areas where small-market newspapers are best
placed to reinvent and reinvigorate themselves.

1. How can you best focus on original reporting?
Given the changes seen across the industry in the past decade, including
job losses, the shuttering of titles, and challenge of often needing to produce
more with less, our interviewees were surprisingly optimistic about the
future of local news and newspapers.

One reason for this was a recognition that, in many cases, the work local
newspaper journalists produce is seldom replicated elsewhere. In addition,
many local papers deliver value to their community that goes beyond mere
content. Respondents to our 2016–17 survey observed, for example, that “a
lot of people, a lot of non-newspaper people, take for granted the role that
the newspaper plays in their community.”

As we have previously observed, “Somewhere between forty-five percent
and eighty-five percent of all original reporting is done by the newspaper
and then picked up by other media. As Christopher Ali said when quoted
in a recent article by Chris Sutcliffe, ‘Well, the hyperlocal blogs will pick
it up,’ these blogs haven’t been taking it all up and don’t usually exist in
smaller [or more disadvantaged] communities.”164

The volume and value of local reporting originating from papers remains
incredibly important to the wider news ecosystem, a fact which funders
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and polymakers should not overlook—indeed they need only look at media
deserts to see the impact of their absence.165

This impact offers potential cause for optimism, as does the notion es-
poused by Al Cross that “the kinds of things people get from a local news-
paper are the kinds of things that people will continue to want one hun-
dred years from now.” He continued, “What’s going on within my locality?
What’s happening with my school system? What’s happening with my
taxes? What’s happening with planning and zoning? What kind of busi-
nesses or jobs might we get? It’s only the local newspaper that is likely to
be the consistently reliable source of that information.”

By focusing on creating content not provided elsewhere, local newspapers
will be best placed to offer a proposition that audiences may be willing to
pay for.

2. What is the master narrative of your community?
Can you own it?
In almost every industry interview we conducted, participants admitted
their newsrooms had shrunk in recent years. Yet, at the same time, in
many cases the demands on those newsrooms had grown. One key reason
for this is the need to produce content for digital channels. As a result,
many journalists are producing more content than they were two to three
years ago, with a sizable number also working longer hours.166

Despite these challenges, most titles continue to take a “general store”
approach to local news, endeavoring to maintain the same breadth (and
depth) of coverage as they have in the past.

With often dramatically reduced resources, this is not always viable. We
therefore encourage local newspapers to consider which beats they want to
own, and which they want to approach differently, if at all.

As Billy Penn founder Jim Brady told us, in this day and age “you can
do anything, but you cannot do everything.” Some outlets have begun to
recognize this. For example, The Columbian in Vancouver, Washington,
now uses wire services to cover basketballs games featuring the Portland
Blazers, whereas in the past a dedicated staff reporter covered this beat.
Other titles outlined how beats, such as the arts, had evolved to incor-
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porate user-generated content, with the arts editor now often overseeing
citizen reporters instead of paid journalists.

At a time where smaller newsrooms are the new normal, small-market
newspapers need to change approach to reflect this resource-limited real-
ity. That means determining which beats to own, and which beats must
be dropped or produced differently. This also means deciding how much
regional, national, and/or wire service news to carry, if any at all.

It is unique content which is most likely to ensure the continued prosper-
ity and existence of local newspapers. Content from outside of the locality
may continue to be useful to readers, but if it can be ascertained from a
myriad of other sources then editors need to consider if this non-local con-
tent is the best use of their limited resources.

The challenges for newsrooms in this regard are threefold: bringing your
remaining staff with you on this journey, communicating the rationale for
changes to your audiences, and determining the best way to find what your
“master narrative” should be.

3. What are the metrics telling you? To what extent
does this matter?
Publications have access to a variety of tools which can help inform their
digital output, including helping to define what the master narrative of
their community may be. Analytics can also help determine which beats
to potentially drop or refocus, as well as develop an understanding of what
non-local content audiences are viewing.

This is obviously harder to replicate for the print product. And with
print continuing to be the primary income source for most publishers, news-
papers need to walk a tightrope between “respecting print, whilst growing
digital.”167

Nonetheless, tools ranging from Google Analytics to Chartbeat, Pars.ly,
and Omniture can all play a role in helping newsrooms more effectively
utilize their digital product. What these tools may tell you, however, is
not necessarily what newsrooms want to hear. It may suggest that cer-
tain beats or types of stories are unpopular, and that fresh approaches to
storytelling should be deployed.

Levi Pulkkinen, senior editor at Seattle PI, suggested this might mean
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doing less incremental reporting, and reporting where “the newspaper isn’t
this kind of serialized thing that you have to read everyday for it to make
sense.” That should not be conflated with dumbing down.

Pulkkinen explained, “I think there’s a danger that as journalists, when
we’re told that we need to care about metrics and we need to care about
growing our uniques, getting that social engagement, there’s a danger that
we write that off as just that we’re being told to do stupid things that
people will share.”

He added, “People like smart things. Our experience has been that
smart things do just fine. What doesn’t do well are boring things and unin-
teresting things.”

Newsrooms have access to more data than ever, but sometimes the con-
clusions from this can make for uncomfortable reading. Understanding
which metrics matter, and what they are telling you, is a question that
every newsroom needs to be asking more frequently.

4. Can partnerships help you deliver some of
your goals?
Against a backdrop of dwindling resources, partnerships are already be-
coming increasingly important for many local newsrooms. In some rare
occurrences, downsizing at a traditional paper can actually lead to inno-
vative partnerships such as the one between the Daily Progress and the
digitally native Charlottesville Tomorrow (Charlottesville, Virginia).

The role that thirteen journalism schools played in ProPublica’s Elec-
tionland initiative reporting on voter fraud168 demonstrated the potential
for mobilizing large numbers of J-Schools and students to support national
organizations (like ProPublica) and their partners (such as NPR stations
and the Gannett papers in the USA Today network). Although a highly
complex project,169 the model could be adapted for other events.

Partnerships can help maintain coverage levels in the face of diminish-
ing newsrooms and support efforts to experiment with new content forms
such as the AR and 360 video work170 produced by Digital Media Design
students at Klamath Community College, and then published by the Herald
and News in Klamath Falls, Oregon. We have also seen partnerships sup-
port pan-group campaigns, like Gannett Wisconsin’s “Kids in Crisis” ini-
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tiative, and create opportunities for local newspapers to join larger groups
- via organizations such as such as the Local Media Alliance—when selling
advertising inventory.

Although partnership work can be challenging, it can produce many
potential benefits. Arguably, one of the best ways to overcome reticence in
this space is to just get started. As Josh Stearns at the Democracy Fund
reflected:

Once people start feeling that momentum, that critical mass, then they
realize that there’s people [who] shared [a] struggle with them and there’s
possibly shared solutions, and that becomes the foundation for possible
collaborations and partnerships, and that strengthens them in general. You
know, they’re looking out for each other, they’re keeping in touch, they’re
sharing information.

5. Do you have the right structure, staff, and
skills mix?
Following an extensive period of buyouts and restructuring, last year The
Dallas Morning News reorganized primarily around verticals, with the
result being that fifty percent of the newsroom found itself in different jobs
than they had the year before. “We redefined every single job,” said vice
president and managing editor Robyn Tomlin, “and then we had everybody
on staff reapply for jobs.”

The move reflected a recognition that to move forward the paper need a
different emphasis. Following the restructure, there’s now a dedicated team
“that handles social, and newsletters, and the homepage, and all of the
different distributed media platforms that we’re experimenting with,” Tom-
lin said. “And we eliminated whole departments that we had. We added
new ones. For instance, we did not previously have an audience team,”
she added, noting that previously “audience development was nobody’s
full-time job.”

Other papers have undertaken similar steps, restructuring to ensure that
new priorities, including engagement and work with distributed platforms,
are given the resources they need to suit evolving needs and priorities.

Meanwhile, many of the new skills that newsrooms are looking for can
be found among graduates and newer entrants to the industry.171 However,
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attraction and retention is a challenge due to pay, fit with the communi-
ties you are based in (especially an issue for young people and those from
diverse backgrounds), and newsroom culture.

6. Are you making the right tech calls?
The impact of the Facebook and Google duopoly on the news industry
continues to be a hot topic.172 And while this remains important, news or-
ganizations need to also consider the impact of the next iteration of digital
disruption.

Speaking at the Global Editors Network (GEN) Summit in VIenna this
June, futurist Amy Webb suggested that “because we can’t anticipate
what’s on the horizon, our brain goes into a direction that maybe is not
the best for us, and certainly is not good for journalism.”173

“New technology freaks us out,” Webb continued, but that doesn’t mean
we can ignore it. The recent announcement that Google is working in the
United Kingdom with the Press Association and Urbs Media, an automa-
tion software startup, to automate the writing of 30,000 local news stories
a month174175 gives some indication of what might happen next. Whether
this scares or excites you doesn’t matter. News outlets, including local
providers, need to get their heads in the tech game.

The Dallas Morning News has used IP-tracking as a means to avoid
having a “one-size-fits-all” paywall. As Tomlin explained, “If you are
coming from an IP that is in the DFW/DMA (Dallas Fort Worth/Dallas
Metropolitan Area), you can actually read more articles before you hit the
meter, even though those people are the most likely to pay for the journal-
ism we do.”

It’s easier to sell inventory against local audiences,176 Tomlin contends,
and this is the readership that the paper is most keen to develop and main-
tain a relationship with.

Meanwhile in 2016, Willamette Week of Portland, Oregon, became the
first newspaper to license The Washington Post’s digital content manage-
ment system (CMS), Arc.177 Other papers, such as the Alaska Dispatch
News and the Tampa Bay Times, followed.178

The move, editor and publisher of Willamette Week Mark Zusman told
us, came about by accident. “I just called up the Post and asked them.”
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As Zusman conceded, “there were some challenges,” but this would be
expected with any migration to a new CMS. “But all things considered,
because we’ve done this before, it was a smoother transition than we’ve had
in the past, and the result is well, well worth it. We now have a CMS that
is flexible, fast, very intuitive, and our traffic is up as a consequence. So,
we’re very happy with it.”

7. What opportunities for income diversification
can you realize?
Most small-market newspapers will not be able to survive based on their
traditional mix of subscriptions, advertising, and single-copy sales. Multiple
income streams will be essential if outlets are to secure the stablest future
possible.

“We’ve really tried to spread the love around,” said editor-in-chief of
The Texas Tribune Emily Ramshaw, “so we’re not beholden to those single-
source funding streams.” Other outlets, larger and smaller, have adopted
similar strategies, pouring the profits from events, media services, and other
activities into paying for local journalism.

Conversely, some titles have also recognized that they have unique con-
tent which potentially resonates beyond a local catchment area. One such
example, identified by Christian Hendricks, corporate vice president of
products, marketing, and innovation at McClatchy, is The State in South
Carolina, which has featured a paid-for vertical around college sports,179

including the University of South Carolina Gamecock football games.180

As Hendricks acknowledged, this case study “points to a small newspa-
per allocating resources towards something in the marketplace that’s unique
and they can actually cover very well, not just for the folks who live in the
city or live in Columbia proper, or go to the university, but to global fans.”

It is unclear if this paywall is still in place, but the principle—developing
paywalls for verticals with a wider geographic reach—is one other titles can
potentially replicate and learn from.

8. How can you make time to experiment?
“Newspaper companies were never really thought of as spending a lot of
time and effort on R&D,” said Willamette Week ’s Zusman,. “And yet,
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that’s exactly what companies like ours need to do . . . There are a lot of
opportunities to shift the business model. They take a little bit of time and
a little bit of runway.”

That license to experiment and invest in innovation could manifest itself
in a number of different ways, from both technology to people. Robert
York, publisher and editor-in-chief of The Morning Call in Allentown,
Pennsylvania (part of tronc), offered some practical tips for media orga-
nizations to ensure that they are able to accommodate this approach. To
do so, however, you need some headroom.

“My view is we really want everybody in our companies to be running at
about eighty percent of capacity every day so that when we have new ideas
we’re not taking someone who’s already at one hundred and ten-percent
capacity and taking them up to one thirty.”

Avoiding scope creep is essential, if you’re to make this ambition a real-
ity.

York, who previously spent twenty years in various roles at the San
Diego Union Tribune, also shared our view on the importance of having a
clear sense of what you will and will not do. With newsrooms often smaller
than they were before, this sense of rationalization is important. “You
just have to be willing to take a look and measure the actual value, both
real and perceived by your audience, and decide to spend your time doing
things that matter to them, and stop spending your time on stuff that
they’re not even looking at.”

9. What can you do to stop talking your
industry down?
A recurring theme in many conversations with industry practitioners, as
well as our 2016–17 survey, was a need to change the conversation. If local
newspapers keep talking about themselves as a “dying industry,” then they
risk creating this reality.

As Gannett’s Joel Christopher told us: “I think we’ve had this self-
fulfilling prophecy where we’ve told our readers that we’re dying and there-
fore we’re dispensable.”

This doesn’t mean that the economic realities the sector faces should
be glossed over, but local newspapers need to do more to showcase and
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reiterate the great work they’re doing, as well as explain the tough choices
and bumpy road ahead of them.

The industry is wounded, but not fatally so. It’s time we started telling
audiences that.
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Ten Key Takeaways: How Can Small-Market
Newspapers Best Prepare for the Future?

Business Models
Business models influence the ability of small-market newspapers to re-
spond to digital disruption. Chain ownership can bring security and re-
sources, but may also bring with it homogeneity and a lack of local auton-
omy. Independent and family ownership meanwhile potentially offer greater
flexibility, but with more limited resources and institutional support.

At a time where many newsrooms are under pressure to produce more
with less, partnerships can play a valuable role in helping with outreach,
content, and product development. We expect partnerships to become a
more prominent feature at small-market newspapers.

Original reporting may lie at the heart of potentially successful business
models for small-market newspapers, due to the opportunity to provide
valuable news and information which is not being replicated elsewhere. At
a time of information overload, offering unique content may be the best way
forward.

Aside from focusing on providing original reporting, it’s likely that the rev-
enue equation will only be successfully addressed if small-market newspa-
pers actively diversify their income sources. All outlets need to be exploring
these avenues.

Content
The local newspaper of tomorrow may have to look very different than
the one of yesteryear. Due to diminished resources and competition from
other information providers, small-market newspapers may need to be more
selective in the beats they cover. It is in this context that we encourage
outlets to define and own the “master narrative” of their community.

Analytics tools can be valuable for identifying audience passions and for
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shaping coverage of certain stories and beats. However, the value and im-
pact of local journalism can go beyond mere metrics. Therefore, while
useful and informative, newsrooms should not be beholden to these tools as
they do not tell the full story.

Making sense of metrics and producing content differently (with a narrower
focus, but using a broader range of storytelling and distribution methods)
means that newsrooms will need to continue to evolve in their thinking
and practice. The structures, staff, and skills mix required to successfully
execute this strategy will need to be regularly reassessed, as needs and
priorities change and develop.

Technological bets will become increasingly important, due to their role
in improving workflow and distribution. Key considerations for publishers
include investments in Content Management Systems and other digital
work tools, as well as which platforms they use to reach and engage with
audiences.

Culture
Given all of the uncertainty that small-market newspapers and other media
face, carving out time to experiment is vital. Adopting an entrepreneurial
mindset, creating an environment which allows organizations to “fail fast,”
but which also encourages testing new ideas (some of which may take off)
will be important from both a content and revenue perspective. All news-
papers, regardless of their size, need to adopt this mindset.

Small-market newspapers are operating in a difficult climate, but they’re
not dead yet. In fact, they continue to provide considerable value to com-
munities and the wider news ecology. We need to do a better job of telling
this story, so that the impact and successes of small-market newspapers is
better understood and heard. If we want audiences and policymakers to
realize this, and to invest in the sector’s future, then telling them the the
industry is moribund will not help.
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Digital disruption has transformed the media landscape over the past
decade. As a result, the business models for most newspapers are very
different than they were ten years ago. And if they’re not, they will soon
need to be.

Trends such as decreasing revenues from display sales, and an increasing
proportion of revenue stemming from digital and emerging areas such as
events, will continue. Moreover, the disruption we have seen will not cease;
it will be a constant theme across the media landscape as new technologies
such as augmented reality (AR), machine learning, artificial intelligence
(AI), and analytics become more prominent and commonplace.181182183

Alongside these technological challenges and the continued disruption
of the traditional business model for local newspapers, media outlets are
competing for attention as never before. News, information, and entertain-
ment sources are no longer scarce commodities. Again, this clock cannot be
turned back.

As a result, if local media outlets want to reverse the revenue declines
and declining (paying) audiences that many of them are experiencing, it
is incumbent on them to work even harder to diversify their revenue base,
and to find new ways to tell stories and engage communities. The future of
small-market newspapers will depend on making the right strategic bets,
and being open to the new content and revenue opportunities which may
present themselves. We are optimistic about this, although we also recog-
nize that there will continue to be pain and further adjustment as small-
market newspapers continue find their way in this brave new digital world.

The prosperity of local journalism is likely to be reliant upon a broad,
diverse revenue base, incorporating a mixture of traditional advertising
(print/digital); physical sales and subscriptions; alternative income sources
from new activity such as crowdfunding and membership schemes; and
support from funders such as community foundations, NGOs, and statutory
agencies.

It will also require small-market local newspapers, often the only source
of original reporting in a community, to double down on offering unique
content: news and information which is not replicated by other digital and
traditional sources. In doing this, these outlets can offer distinctive content
that some audiences, at least, will continue to pay for.
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Small-market newspapers—by being bold, engaging, and offering con-
tent and information of value to their communities—can continue to be a
monument to the past, present, and future of the areas they serve.

Their future is not certain, and the road ahead will continue to be rocky
and unpredictable. But the foundations of small-market newspapers are
more solid than some people, including local journalists and local audiences,
may realize. If all news is local, then this sector will continue to matter for
a long time to come.

This is a story we need to tell better. Alongside communicating more
effectively to audiences (a group which includes readers, funders, and poli-
cymakers), the local newspaper sector also needs to tell its own story better
to its peers. Our interviewees were consistently curious to hear about case
studies and examples from other outlets across the country, suggesting a
paucity of such content. We hope this study helps to plug some of that gap.

We share the cautious optimism about the future for small-market news-
papers expressed by many of our interviewees.

We hope you do, too.
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Appendix I: List of Interviewees
For this report, our research conclusions are grounded in the insights we
gleaned from interviews with fifty-three industry leaders and experts. These
were predominantly collected during the summer of 2016, with additional
interviews taking place in the first half of 2017.

Although small-market newspapers are the primary research focus for
this study, we spoke to newspapers and news outlets of varying sizes (in-
cluding those outside of our small-market cohort) so that their experiences
can inform and inspire readers of this report.

Interviewees represented a range of news operations and perspectives,
including urban- and rural-focused outlets, commercial and nonprofit or-
ganizations, as well as new entrants and long-established players. We also
spoke to funders, consultants, and academics who are all deeply steeped in
this space.

Due to frequent turnover and changes in roles, titles, and affiliations,
some of these will have changed since our interviews were conducted. As
best as possible, we have sought to indicate this in the text, while also high-
lighting the affiliations of each interviewee at the time we spoke to them.
The affiliations below relate to those at the time of interview, which we
believe is important to understand the context of these invaluable contribu-
tions.

• Al Cross, University of Kentucky and Institute for Rural Journalism and
Community Issues

• Amalia Nash, Des Moines Register (IA)
• Andrew Johnson, Dodge County Pionier (WI)
• Andy Putz, MinnPost (MN)
• Billy Coleburn, Blackstone Courier-Record (VA)
• Brian Wheeler, Charlottesville Tomorrow (VA)
• Caitlyn May, Cottage Grove Sentinel (OR)
• Christian Hendricks, McClatchy
• Emily Ramshaw, The Texas Tribune (TX)
• Eric Gordon, Emerson University
• Gerry O’Brien, Herald and News (OR)
• James Morehead, Google
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• Jan Schaffer, J-Lab
• Jane Elizabeth, American Press Institute
• Jehangir Khattak, Center for Ethnic Media (NY)
• Jim Brady, Billy Penn (PA)
• Jim Simon, The Seattle Times (WA)
• Joel Christopher, Gannett Wisconsin (WI)
• Joel McNeece, Calhoun County Journal (MS)
• John Costa, Bend Bulletin (OR)
• Josh Stearns, Democracy Fund
• Joyce Terhaar, The Sacramento Bee (CA)
• Karen Penner, Center for Ethnic Media (NY)
• Keith Hammonds, Solutions Journalism Network
• Kevin Anderson, Independent Consultant (based in WI)
• Lauren Gustus, Coloradoan (CO)
• Laurenellen McCann, New America DC
• Lee Rainie, Pew Research Center
• Les Zaitz, The Oregonian (OR)
• Levi Pulkkinen, Seattle PI (WA)
• Liz Worthington, American Press Institute
• Logan Molen, The Register-Guard (OR)
• Lou Brancaccio, The Columbian (WA)
• Mark Zusman, Willamette Week (OR)
• Matt DeRienzo, Local Independent Online News Publishers (LION)
• Matt Powers, Washington University
• Michelle Ferrier, Ohio University
• Michelle McLellan, Creator of Michelle’s List, Tow-Knight Center for

Entrepreneurial Journalism
• Mike Barthel, Pew Research Center
• Mitch Ratcliffe, BIA Kelsey
• Morgan Holm, OPB (OR)
• Phil Napoli, Duke University
• Rick Edmonds, Poynter
• Rob Barrett, Hearst Newspapers
• Robert York, tronc
• Robyn Tomlin, The Dallas Morning News (TX)
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• Rusty Coats, Local Media Consortium
• Sharon Chan, The Seattle Times (WA)
• Steve Waldman, Federal Communications Commission
• Ted Williams, Charlotte Agenda (NC)
• Tom Glaisyer, Democracy Fund
• Tom Grubisch, Street Fight
• Tom Slaughter, Inland Press
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Appendix II: Interview Protocol
Preliminary Questions
For industry:
1. Tell us a little bit about the current status of your publication/group.

For experts:
1. Tell us a little bit about your involvement in local media, where your
focus is, and why.

For all:
2. In your expert opinion, what is the state of the local newspaper industry
in the United States?

3. What are the key challenges specifically facing rural, small, and medium-
sized newspapers in the United States?

4. What are the key opportunities for rural, small, and medium-sized news-
papers in the United States?

Best practice questions (Order can be flipped. Prompt for exam-
ples/specifics)
5. Do you know of any “success stories” involving small-market newspa-
pers? We are interested in both business models and great journalism.

6. What “best practices” would you recommend for small-market newspa-
pers seeking to better manage their digital and non-digital experiences?

Engagement
7. We hear a lot about the importance of engagement by both national and
local media at present. What does engagement mean to you?

8. How can local media do this well? Do you have particular examples that
you would like to share with us?
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Policy/Intervention/Support
9. Assuming that local news is something we deem as necessary to sur-

vive, what interventions (policy, industry, civil society, etc.) what would
you like to see done to strengthen local newspapers in the United States?

If required, use this space to also recap on strengths/weaknesses of indus-
try.
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Further Reading: Recent Research
into Local Media and Newspapers
In addition to the academic work on local newspapers and local news more
broadly, outside researchers from organizations like the Pew Center for
Journalism Excellence, the Knight Foundation, the Federal Communica-
tions Commission, and others have all produced in-depth reports on the
role and future of local news in American society.

While space limits what we can say of them, we have compiled an inven-
tory of recent studies on local news, which we recommend reading:

Knight Commission (2009), “Information Needs of Communities
in a Democracy.”
The report that launched interest in the information needs of communities.
Among myriad findings, the key takeaway is that the digital age is not
serving all communities equally in terms of local news and information.

New America Foundation (2010), “Information Community Case
Studies”
Drawing inspiration from the Knight Commission Report, New Amer-
ica Foundation’s Media Policy Initiative set itself on conducting a series
of “Community Information Case Studies,” investigating the local news
ecosystems of five communities: Minneapolis-St. Paul, Minnesota; Seat-
tle, Washington; Washington, D.C.; Raleigh-Durham, North Carolina; and
Scranton, Pennsylvania.

Exhaustive in its review, the authors investigated not only the tradi-
tional media voices in the community, but any voice delivering local news
and information. This included print media, commercial broadcasting,
public broadcasting, internet, social media, libraries, and local government
websites. These findings were put into conversation with demographic and
education information to address the question: do citizens and communities
have all the information they want and need?

Federal Communications Commission (2011), “Information Needs
of Communities”
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Galvanized by Knight’s report, the Federal Communications Commission
conducted a thorough assessment of U.S. local news media. Culminating in
“The Information Needs of Communities” (often referred to as the “Wald-
man Report”) the FCC chronicled the changes in local news by medium
(television, radio, print, web, mobile,) and also by cross currents (consump-
tion practices, types of news, diversity).

The report noted the dramatic decline of legacy local news outlets and
the corresponding gap in local news coverage, especially around what it
called “accountability journalism.” Digital journalism was not picking up
the slack as was once hoped, it found. Digital media, the report suggested,
had been both a blessing and curse to newspapers—allowing them to ex-
periment with diverse ways of telling a story, but also placing them on the
“hamster wheel” of constant production.

Pew Research Center (2011), “How People Learn about Their
Local Community”
The Pew Foundation’s report revealed that while newspapers currently
remains a key destination for local news and information, most Americans
would not miss it if it were to disappear.

The report was one of the first in the digital age to show an emerging
generational gap in local news habits. Their research found that if an adult
is over forty, then newspapers tend to remain the primary source for local
news. If the adult is under forty, then the internet was likely to be the
leading news source.

The report simultaneously demonstrates the ongoing decline of newspa-
pers as a source of information, and hints at the emergence of trends—such
as the growth of online news media—as a force to be reckoned with.

Communications Policy Research Network (2012), “Critical Infor-
mation Needs of Communities”
A year after the publication of the Waldman Report, the FCC called for a
report on the critical information needs of communities. A group of aca-
demics responded by producing a detailed literature review and report sum-
marizing the types of information communities require. Namely: emergency
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information, health, education, transportation, economic opportunities,
environment, civic information, and political information.

Duke Reporters Lab (2014), “The Goat Must Be Fed: Why Digi-
tal Tools Are Missing in Most Newsrooms”
The focus with this report, and on the ones that followed, focused less on
the overall health of the industry and more specifically on digital technolo-
gies, digital adoption, and sustainability. The authors found that the 24/7
news cycle (“feeding the goat”) inhibited editors from experimenting with
new digital tools. Similarly, infrastructural and cultural barriers work in
concert to stymie the adoption of low cost digital tools. Small newspapers,
the study found, are less inclined than their larger counterparts to experi-
ment with digital media.

Phil Napoli (2015), “Assessing the Health of Local Journalism
Ecosystems”
While Duke focused on the tools of the trade, Phil Napoli and his team
at Rutgers University revisited the questions about the information needs
of communities—and the health of local media ecosystems—that were the
hallmark of the Knight and FCC publications.

Their first report, on three ecosystems in New Jersey, endeavored to
create and test a set of metrics to evaluate “the state of journalism in local
communities.” They discovered that local news is often class-based. They
concluded, in a finding which seems particularly resonant—and relevant—in
the era of Trump’s America:

“Lower-income communities are dramatically underserved relative to
wealthier communities, and in which lower-income communities receive the
bulk of their news from a smaller range of sources” (page 6).

Pew Research Center (2015), “Local News in a Digital Age”
The Pew Research Center also adopted a case study-centric approach to its
analysis of the news media ecosystems in Macon, Sioux City, and Denver.
The findings suggest that the plurality of local news choices now avail-
able to many audiences diminishes the reliance on legacy media. But news
consumers still turn to legacy outlets more than non-traditional outlets.
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Specifically, local TV continues to command the greatest share of audience
attention for local news and information.

Local News Lab (2016), “Lessons Learned from the Local News
Lab”
Funded by the Dodge Foundation, the Local News Lab initiative fostered
partnerships and experiments across New Jersey’s local news landscape,
with a key focus on community engagement.

Key takeaways from these efforts included the potential for crowdsourc-
ing (although caveated that this often only works for “one-off” projects),
best practices for community engagement such as listening posts (which use
cell phones to drive comments), and fostering a more networked ecosystem.

The report also mentioned the important role that philanthropic groups
can potentially play in fostering—and supporting—a robust local news
ecosystem.

Democracy Fund (2016), “Local News and Participation Map”
This project revisits the earlier themes around the information needs of
communities, participation, and the relationship between local news and
democracy, which dominated studies at the start of the decade.

Through its Local News & Participation Map, the project sought to vi-
sually chart the “dynamics influencing the public, news outlets, journalists,
and others concerned with community information needs.”

Their interactive map allows users to click on a node (such as the “En-
gagement of the Public in Civic Affairs”) and find additional information
such as factors that influence engagement, further research citations, and
data.

Penelope Muse Abernathy (2016), “The Rise of a New Media
Baron and the Emerging Threat of News Deserts”
Abernathy’s study focuses on the newest trend in newspaper ownership:
hedge funds and trusts, and the growing concentration of the newspaper
industry more generally.

A key finding here is that hedge fund owners are typically less engaged
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with the local communities of the newspapers under their control and see
them more as an investment to be bought and sold rather than a service.

Michele McLellan, Michele’s List (ongoing)
Michele’s List is a comprehensive repository of hyperlocal news sites across
the country. Criteria for being listed are: content (original local news),
practices, engagement, frequency, and sustainability.

Sites are searchable through a variety of filters and categories, allowing
organizations to connect with one another, and providing researchers with
an important database of hyperlocal news organizations.

Tow Center for Digital Journalism, Damian Radcliffe, Christo-
pher Ali, Rosalind Donald, (2017), “Life at Small-Market News-
papers: Results from a Survey of Small-Market Newsrooms”
This study focuses on the use of digital tools and technology at small mar-
ket newspapers.

Based on a survey with over 400 respondents representing small-market
newspapers across the country, the authors found that digital engagement
amongst these newspapers is far more complex than has previously given
credit.

Penelope Muse Abernathy and the Center for Innovation and
Sustainability in Local Media (UNC) (2017), “Thwarting the
Emergence of News Deserts”
The newest report from Abernathy and her team at the Center for In-
novation and Sustainability in Local Media focuses on the issue of news
deserts—communities devoid of fresh local news and information. It is a
collection of studies both updating their previous work and chronicling
the role that local news media play in a variety of communities across the
country.

Agora Journalism Center, Damian Radcliffe (2017), “Understand-
ing Local News and Civic Engagement in the Pacific Northwest”
Focusing specifically on local news organizations based in the Pacific North-
west, this study highlights the reinvigoration of local journalism in the
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region through innovative practices as well as digital—and real world—
experiments with engagement.
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